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ABSTRACT
The correct ordering of events in a distributed system is often crucial to distributed 
applications. If a system does not have access to a globally significant clock, a proto­
col is needed to order events. An ideal protocol would allow a server to  immediately 
grant resource requests, under the condition that the request is the oldest request 
in the system. Previously developed protocols fail to achieve this ideal. A new 
protocol, the immediate ordered service protocol does grant immediate service to the 
oldest request in the system, although message overhead increases in the process. 
Thus there is a trade-off between faster processing of requests (with slower trans­
mission times) and slower processing of requests (with faster transmission times). 
A mean-value analysis (assuming non-concurrent message-passing) is developed in 
the paper which introduces the immediate ordered service protocol. This analysis 
estimates network sizes for which the immediate ordered service protocol results in 
faster processing of requests in comparison to another protocol (the logical clock 
protocol).
This thesis uses simulation to validate the estimates produced by the mean-value 
analysis, to estimate the performance gains for a concurrent message-passing system, 
and to explore the effects of locality of communication upon these estimates.
C hapter 1
In tro d u ctio n
A significant problem tha t faces distributed systems is the ordering of events. Given 
th a t we cannot rely upon the presence of a globally significant physical clock, it 
is often impossible to tell which of two events has happened first if the events 
occur on separate processors. Finding a solution to this problem becomes crucial in 
distributed systems where many processes running on different nodes of a network 
contend for a centralized resource. If requests to the resource’s server node are not 
processed in the order in which they are requested, anomalous behavior can occur. 
This behavior can result in incorrect data  being distributed throughout the network.
An example of this anomalous behavior may occur in a distributed database 
system. In this system, processors compete for mutually exclusive access to the 
database for updating, reading, printing, etc. Suppose tha t a process running on 
node 1 wishes to update some records in the database, and then wants a process 
running on node 2  to collect these altered records for incremental backup. If node 1 
sends a request to  the database server for mutual exclusive access to the database, 
and later sends a message to node 2  informing it tha t all altered records can now 
be gathered, the system may or may not process the data  in the correct order. If 
the message from node 2  to the data  base server (to gain mutual exclusive access 
and collect the “altered” records) arrives before node l ’s request for updating the 
data  base, the backup will not include those records which node 1 is attem pting to 
update. This anomalous behavior was caused by incorrect servicing of requests at 
the server.
In the first section of this chapter we discuss the notion of “order” as applied 
to resource requests made by individual processes (clients) to a resource distributor 
(server), in a distributed system. Section 1 .2  looks a t previously developed methods 
of achieving ordered service at a resource server. This discussion is the prelude to 
the proposal of a new method of achieving ordered service called “immediate ordered 
service” . This protocol, along with rationale for its development, are presented in 
Section 1.3. Section 1.4 looks a t methods for analyzing and comparing the perfor­
mance of immediate ordered service and gives a proposed solution for comparing the 
immediate ordered service protocol with the best of the other protocols. The next
1
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section discusses a modular approach to designing network protocol simulations. 
This approach separates the details of simulating low level network functions from 
the simulation of higher level protocols on these networks. Section 1 .6  introduces 
two general types of network structures, and discusses the im portant features of 
each of them. The final section summarizes the objectives of this thesis.
1.1 Partial Ordering
The concept of time and its relevance to  our lives is something tha t most of us 
take for granted. If someone says “I went to the store and then went home.” , we 
recognize th a t the event went to the store happened before the event went home. 
We make this implicit relation between these events based upon our knowledge of 
physical time and the fact tha t it increases at a constant rate. We also infer tha t 
the two events went to the store and went home happened in the same relativistic 
time frame. These implicit assumptions are made simply because they are true in 
the everyday (Newtonian) world. In our world, it is as though we have a global 
physical clock tha t presides over all events. In a distributed network system, this 
is not necessarily so. If there is no global physical clock tha t each client has access 
to, the ordering of events must be defined by something other than physical time. 
The technique commonly used to order events in a distributed environment is based 
upon the happens before relation.
The happens before relation in a distributed system is defined by Lamport in 
[13]. Although this result is defined in a general manner for any distributed system, 
we will state the relation in a format conducive to use with a client-server model for 
accessing a resource.
Let S  denote the process which manages the resource, and let C = {C \ , . . . ,  C/v} 
denote the set of client processes which wish to request the resource. We assume, 
th a t S £ C. Also, E  =  { e i,e 2 , . . .}  denotes the set of events tha t occur during 
execution of the distributed system. These events correspond to transmission and 
reception of messages, along with any other changes in a processes state th a t one 
wishes to flag as a significant occasion. The only events th a t are relevant in this 
work are the transmission and reception of messages.
As a notational convenience, we define the transmission of a message (xm it)  and 
the reception of a message (recv) as:
• For a message M ij ,  being sent from process Pi to process Pj, and an event e^:
x m i t (M i j )  =  ek <*=>• event e/. is the transmission of message M ij  by Pt.
• For a message M,-j, being sent from process Pt to process P j , and an event e*:
recv(M ij)  =  <=>• event ejt is the reception of message M ij  by Pj.
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In this system, a client process may wish to communicate with another client, or 
send a resource request to  the server. In either case, a client process will consist of 
a sequence of events tha t take place as the client sends and receives messages from 
other processes. Thus for any client process C, we may order the events which take 
place within tha t process. Likewise, if C{ sends a message to C j, the sending of the 
message at node C; must happen before the receiving of the message a t node Cj. 
The above relationships can be used to define the “happens before” relation,
- > C E x E ,
where E  (as above) denotes the set of events which happen in the distributed system. 
This relation is defined more formally from the above observations as:
1 . If ei and e2 are events within the same process, and if e\ precedes e2 , then 
ei e2.
2 . If x m it (M i j)  =  e\ and recv(M ij)  = e2, then e\ —> e2.
This defines a partial ordering of events in a distributed system. It is not a total 
ordering since there are cases where two clients, who have not communicated with 
each other, send requests to the server. If we let
=> C E  X  E,
denote the transitive and irreflexive closure of —► , it is true th a t event e\ happens 
before e2 if and only if e\ => e2. If e\ e2 and e2 7^ ei, then events e\ and e2 are 
considered to be concurrent. Obviously, some set of events which are not concurrent 
in reality will be considered concurrent under these definitions. Thus we still only 
have a partial ordering of events using the =s> ordering. A total ordering of events 
can be obtained by processing concurrent events according to some tie-breaking 
rule. Since two processes which have not communicated with each other are not 
ordered using partial ordering, it does not m atter in which order these requests are 
processed a t the server. A simple algorithm of breaking concurrent message ties by 
serving the client with the smallest processor number first, gives us a to tal ordering 
of events in the system. If a to tal order is not necessary, then we adopt a protocol 
which can service concurrent requests in any order.
If we relate our partial ordering definition to the client-server model, it says that 
if process C t- sends a request to the server 5, and if process Cj sends a request 
Rj,si and if x m it(R i iS) => x m it (R j fS), then the request from C, must be serviced by 5 
before the request from Cj is serviced. An im portant note is th a t this ordering must 
be done irrespective of the order a t which and R j}S arrive a t the server. If on 
the other hand, the transmission of Ri,s and the transmission of R j>s are concurrent, 
then the server can process these requests in any order upon their receipt.
The => relation could be looked a t in terms of causality. To say th a t xm it (R itS) =>• 
xm it(R j 'S) means tha t the two processes have communicated with each other be­
tween the sending of RijS and jRj)S. Thus event xm it(R ifS) may causally affect event
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x m it (R j tS). If the two processes have not communicated with each other between 
the sending of R j s and R j iS, then they are considered concurrent events and can be 
processed using a total ordering algorithm at the server.
As a simple example of partial ordering, consider the space-time diagram in 
Figure 1.1 (a). Suppose e\ is an event which occurs a t client C,-. The action of
R j , s
t ,s
Cj
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Example of Partial Ordering
event e\ is to  send request RiiS to the server in an attem pt to obtain the resource. 
Client Ci then communicates with client Cj via event e2 and message M ij .  Event 
e3 in the system is the receipt of message M ij  by client Cj. Client Cj then sends 
request R jfS to  the server a t event e4 in its own attem pt to obtain the resource. In 
this example, for ordered service to take place, request R ^ s must be served before 
Rj,s- Figure 1 .1  (6 ) shows the relationships between the four events ei, e2 , e3, e4 
using the partial ordering relation. Since events e\ and e2 both occur a t client Ct-, 
observation 1 of the partial ordering relation says e\ —» e2 - Likewise, events e3  and 
e4 are ordered e3 —*■ € 4 . By observation 2 , x m it (M i j)  =  e2 —► recv(M ij)  =  e3. 
Thus by the partial ordering x m i t (R ^8) —► x m it (M i j)  —*■ recv(M ij)  —> x m it (R j iS) 
and thus, x m it(R i>s) x m it (R jfS).
The problem is tha t in many network systems, we have no way of ensuring tha t 
request Ri^s will arrive at the server before R j>s does. This is due to the fact th a t the 
two request messages may take independent routes to S  in the network. A solution
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to this problem is needed for many types of distributed applications.
There are many examples of applications tha t must have a solution to the above 
problem to work correctly in a distributed environment. Some examples of these 
are:
• O utput streams for distributed programs: the output of various processors 
must access a single output server which ensures tha t the data  being directed 
to a physical device is in the correct order.
• A volatile database: a centralized database a t a single location can be utilized 
by all clients of tha t database. This single database server can take the place 
of replicated databases in traditional systems. The message server a t this 
node would be responsible for making sure tha t reads, writes, and deletes are 
processed in the correct order.
• A virtual circuit with fan-out of one and arbitrary fan-in: virtual circuits 
have traditionally been defined as point-to-point (or equivalently, process- 
to-process) reliable communication links. We can view the ordered service 
protocol as a means of allowing message transmission from a group of com­
municating processes to a single distinguished receiver (the server).
• Access to a physical resource: if the distributed program is used in any process 
control situation, it must interact with an actuator or display which is an 
actual peripheral device residing a t a single node in the system. Presumably, 
th a t interaction should be ordered. In the above examples, request RijS could 
calculate a point where a weapon system would strike, and R j}S could be the 
request to fire the weapon a t the point just calibrated. It is apparent what 
will happen if these two requests are not processed in the correct order.
The rest of this chapter will be spent examining previously developed means of 
achieving ordered service, defining a new method of achieving ordered service, and 
discussing the methods used to argue tha t this new approach is a worthwhile one.
Before a discussion of the previously developed methods of ordering service, let 
us define the concept of immediate ordered service as found in [12]. This concept 
forms a basis upon which methods of achieving ordered service can be compared.
Immediate ordered service is defined as:
1. If client C{ sends a request Ri}S to the server (as in our example in figure 1.1), 
and this request either precedes or is concurrent to all other requests in the 
system, then the server grants immediate service if and only if request Ri)S 
is honored upon arrival a t the server. If the resource is being utilized when 
request Ri,s arrives, then Ri,s will be serviced as soon as the resource becomes 
free.
2. If client C{ sends a request RiiS to the server, and this request is preceded by 
an unserviced request, then the server will service this request as soon as all
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requests preceding it have been serviced. Like the case above, if R{tS becomes 
available for service and the resource is being used, then will be serviced 
as soon as the resource becomes free.
3. When any client C i,C 2 . . .C j v  or the server S  wishes to send a message M ,  
the process must be able to asynchronously send M  without delays imposed 
by any sort of synchronization.
The above definition assumes a global knowledge of the correct ordering of events 
in the system. However this global knowledge is used only to develop the notion 
of immediate ordered service and is in no way needed to implement an immediate 
ordered service protocol.
1.2 M eans o f A chieving Ordered Service
The issue of ordered service for requesting resources is not a new one. There have 
been many protocols developed to achieve ordered service. This section presents 
numerous examples of such protocols.
1 .2 .1  S yn ch ron ou s C o m m u n ica tio n
Since synchronous communication implies tha t a t most one message from a given 
process to another given process is ever in transit at one time, ordered service at 
the server is guaranteed. Figure 1 .2  shows an example similar to the partial order 
example considered previously. In this example however, the synchronicity of the 
system essentially places both C, and Cj on a global time line. This is because 
synchronous message passing ensures th a t request will have been received before 
the communication of message M ij  and thus before request Rj,s is even sent to the 
server. Thus in this system, 5  needs only to serve the requests in the order in which 
they arrive.
A synchronous system can be constructed using any CSP-like [7] communication 
paradigm. CSP introduces simple input and output commands which can be used to 
communicate data  among processes. Communication between processes occurs only 
when one process C{ names another process Cj as the destination of its output and 
Cj names C t- as a source of input. In this scheme, the passing of the message will be 
delayed until both the input and output processes have requested the transaction.
The requirement tha t all communication in a system be synchronous does not 
meet the requirements of immediate ordered service at the server. If Ct wishes to 
send request R i>s to  the server S  (by means of the CSP construct 5!req_msg), client 
Ci can be delayed an arbitrary amount of time while waiting for the server to give 
a matching C*? next .request. Thus the requirement tha t the request J?t)S not be 
delayed either at the client or the server is not met.
CH A P T E R  1. INTRODUCTION 7
Real Time
Figure 1.2: Example of Synchronous Communication
Besides the fact tha t synchronous communication does not provide immediate 
ordered service, it also severely reduces the potential for concurrency in the system.
1 .2 .2  G lob a l P h y sica l T im esta m p s
If we allow asynchronous message passing to occur between both clients and the 
server, as in systems described in [24], then ordered service at the server is no 
longer guaranteed. Figure 1.3 shows this behavior in a format very similar to the 
previous examples in this chapter. Unlike the synchronous communication example, 
the asynchronous example no longer ensures tha t R ijS will be received by the 5 
before Rj,s is received. This is due to varying line speeds and routing policies which 
may cause request to  arrive a t the server S  after Rj^s arrives there. Thus, 5  
must adopt some protocol to insure tha t service is given in the correct order.
Suppose we know tha t the upper bound of message transmission time for our 
network is T  time units. If we assume tha t each processor has access to a global 
physical clock, there is an immediate solution to our ordering problem. Whenever 
a client sends a request to the server, the client timestamps its request with the 
time a t which it was sent. When the server receives a request with timestamp t, 
the server must verify tha t there are no requests still on the network which have a 
timestamp less than t. The simplest method of doing this is to have 5 wait T  time
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s e r v e r  node
c l i e n t  node x
co m m u n ica tio n  
l i n e  t a k in g  
T  t im e  to  d e l i v e r  
a  m essage
w here R ^ s —*■ M ij  —> R j)S
Figure 1.3: Asynchronous Anomaly of Message Passing
units from the time it received the request with the t timestamp. Thus S  maintains 
a queue of requests and processes them in order, T  time units after they arrive. 
In the case of our example in Figure 1.3, the time line at server 5  would look like 
Figure 1.4. In Figure 1.4, request R j yS arrives at the server with timestamp t. The 
server then delays T  time units to insure tha t t is the smallest timestamp on the 
network. Before T time units have passed, request Rit$ arrives with a timestamp 
less than t. Thus R{fS must be processed before R j iS, but not before a delay of T  
time units after it arrives.
Now consider Figure 1.5. In this worst case scenario, the requested events R jtS 
and R i iS are ordered R j iS =$■ The server waits T  time units to see if request 
Rj,s is the earliest request on the network. After this delay, the server realizes tha t 
R j jS was the oldest request in the system and allocates the resource to client Cj. 
This worst case scenario gives an example of the additional delays associated with 
ordering events using global physical timestamps.
If a requested message is delayed T  time units before it can be serviced by 
the server, our immediate service condition is not met. Furthermore, there will 
be added overhead required to coordinate individual physical clocks and to  control 
clock drift. Lam port presents an algorithm for synchronizing global physical clocks 
in [13] which creates very little overhead. This scheme uses assumptions about 
typical crystal controlled clocks and their drift rate, along with assumptions about 
the minimum time to pass a message in the system. But, regardless of the elegance 
and ease of synchronizing the clocks, the delay of T  time units a t the server means 
tha t the physical timestamp approach will not meet the immediate ordered service
Key
0
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T tim e  u n i t s
T  t im e  u n i t s
Time
1 1 c a n n o t s e r v e
R j , s
R j >s R i , s  S e rv e  R ^ s
( t tim e s ta m p ) (<  t tim e s ta m p )
Figure 1.4: Physical Time at the Server
criteria.
1 .2 .3  C o o rd in a ted  L ogical T im esta m p s
Suppose th a t we no longer have a global physical clock (or a method for synchroniz­
ing local physical clocks). We can still provide ordered service at S  with a seminal 
technique developed by Lamport [13] called logical clocks. This protocol is considered 
the most im portant of all the protocols described in this section. The performance 
studies in this thesis will compare the logical clock protocol to a new protocol which 
exhibits immediate ordered service of requests.
Lamport defines a logical clock as a positive integer tha t is assigned to a given 
event, where this number is thought of as the time a t which the event occurred. 
Since these “clocks” have no relation to physical time, the basis for determining the 
correct ordering of events must rely on the partial order conditions stated earlier in 
the chapter. Specifically, if an event e^ happens before an event e/, then should 
have a logical clock value less than event e/. If we define LC (x)  to be the logical 
clock value of an event x , then the partial ordering of logical clocks can be expressed 
as:
C lock  C o n d itio n : For any two events ek, e/: if e* => e; then TC(e^) < LC(ei). 
This Clock Condition is satisfied if the following two observations hold:
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T  t im e  u n i t s
Time
S e rv e  R jyS
( t t im e s ta m p ) (>  t tim e s ta m p )
Figure 1.5: Worst Case Scenario for Physical Clocks
C l  If ek and e/ are events in process C;, and ek => ei, then LC(ek) < LC(ei).
C 2  If x m i t (M i j )  = ek and recv(M ij)  =  e\ for a message M ij  sent from Ci to  Cj,
The two observations, C l and C 2 , are the partial ordering definition expressed in 
terms of logical clock values.
To satisfy the Clock Condition, every node on the network must adhere to the 
following rules for message passing:
R u le l  Each process in the network must increment its logical clock between suc­
cessive events.
R u le 2  When sending a message to another process, the sender appends its logical 
clock value to the message.
R u le3  Upon receipt of a message, the receiving process must update its logical 
clock to  be greater than or equal to its present value and greater than the 
incoming logical clock value.
Rulel insures th a t C l is satisfied by incrementing a logical clock between events 
which occur within any given process. Rule2  and Rule3 insure th a t the time of 
receiving a message is greater than the time of sending the message. This satisfies 
C2  and guarantees tha t the Clock Condition holds.
So far in the discussion of logical clocks (timestamps) we have been dealing 
strictly with partial orderings of events. Fortunately, by ordering events so tha t
then LC(ek) < LC(ei).
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they follow the Clock Condition (as above), and breaking ties among clock values 
in some arbitrary but constant manner, we have a to tal ordering of events in the 
system. Thus a to tal order relation can be defined as follows: if we have an event 
ek on client C* and an event ei on client Cj, then ek ^  ei if and only if either ( 1 ) 
L C {e k) < LC(ei ) or (2 ) LC(ek) = L C (e i ) and C,- < Cj in the tie breaking scheme.
A basic algorithm for using logical clocks to achieve ordered service is as follows:
1 . To request the resource, increments its logical clock and sends a request 
message to the server S  with its logical clock value appended.
2. To send a message to another client, C* increments its logical clock and sends 
the message with the logical clock value appended.
3. When a client process Ci receives a message from another client, C{ updates 
its logical clock to be greater than the incoming clock value and greater than 
or equal to its current value.
4. When the server receives a request for the resource, it places the request on a 
request queue (in timestamp ( ^ )  order) and sends out requests for acknowl­
edgements (ACKS) to all the clients.
5. When a client process receives a request for an acknowledgement from the 
server, it sends back its current time stamp as an acknowledgement.
6 . When the server has received an acknowledgement from all the clients for a 
particular request, and tha t request is at the front of the request queue, tha t 
request is granted.
The logical clock protocol does not meet the immediate service criteria. When 
the server receives a request for the resource, it must send out requests for acknowl­
edgements and wait for acknowledgements to return. If a particular transmission 
line takes T  time units to get from a client to the server (and visa versa), then the 
server is delayed 2 T  time units before it can process the resource request.
1 .2 .4  V ir tu a l or P se u d o  T im e
In [10], Jefferson introduces a new protocol which can be utilized to provide cen­
tralized ordered service. This protocol is called virtual time. Conceptually, virtual 
time uses a temporal coordinate system based upon Lam port’s logical clocks and 
a method to  rollback in logical time if the need arises. This rollback mechanism is 
needed since the virtual time methodology takes an optimistic approach to handling 
requests a t the server. Request a t the server are processed in timestamp order as 
soon as they arrive. The exception is when the resource is busy, a t which time re­
quests are queued in timestamp order. In this algorithm, there will be times when a 
request for the resource is granted even though there is a message outstanding with 
a timestamp less than the timestamp of the message tha t just received the resource.
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W hen a message with a timestamp tha t is less than the current timestamp of the 
server arrives, virtual time must be rolled back to the point a t which the incorrect 
request was serviced and everything since then must be redone after adjusting the 
order of service. This algorithm “bets” tha t most of the time messages will arrive 
in the correct order and costly rollbacks will not happen very often.
Jefferson makes the following claims about his algorithm:
• Distributed rollback has an elegant and efficient implementation.
• If rollback does occur, other protocols would require some type of blocking for 
synchronization. Thus rollbacks do not impose any additional overhead over 
other solutions.
• Rollbacks will not happen very frequently.
This protocol is inappropriate for resource access which causes irreversible chan­
ges. Jefferson states tha t if the resource causes irreversible actions to  occur, then 
the resource cannot be granted to a client C; until a time at which there are no 
outstanding requests in the system tha t are earlier than the request by C\. This is 
done via the global virtual time mechanism (GVT) which periodically sends ACKS 
to all clients and keeps track of the responses. This mechanism essentially reverts 
the virtual time protocol to  a timestamped protocol much like logical clocks.
Virtual time service is not immediate if:
• resource access induces irreversible activity (since a timestamp-like delay is 
imposed upon the system)
• resource access is reversible and there is ever a rollback (since rollback means 
starting something over a t a time later than it was intended to run)
Reed has developed very similar concepts in [22]. Reed’s work focuses specifically 
on designing atomic actions to ensure tha t data keeps its integrity in the face of 
distributed computing. This is done using a concept called pseudo time. Pseudo 
time is very similar to the virtual time concept developed by Jefferson. It implements 
a type of rollback to insure a stable state in a decentralized database. Thus pseudo 
time is an application specific (slightly varied) version of virtual time, and all the 
above arguments about virtual tim e’s nonimmediate service nature also apply here.
1.3 Im m ediate Ordered Service
This section describes the immediate ordered service protocol. This protocol was 
developed by Kearns and K oodalattupuram  in [1 2 ].
The underlying assumptions of this protocol are:
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• All processors in the network are totally reliable.
• The network itself is totally reliable.
• All communication is asynchronous with messages arriving in the order in 
which they are sent between any two nodes in the network.
The key to insuring immediate ordered service at the server is for each client to 
keep a vector of the latest timestamps it has received from all other clients in the 
network. These timestamps differ from Lam port’s logical clocks in th a t they only 
show the number of requests for the scarce resource tha t a given node has made. 
Notationally, client C t- has a vector msgjcounti where a particular position in the 
vector, say msg .count i[j\, is Ci s “best knowledge” of the latest sequence number 
of a server request transm itted by Cj.
Whenever client Ci sends a message, either to another client or to the server, the 
vector msgjcounti is appended to the message. When a client receives a message 
it examines the incoming vector and updates its own vector if a position in the 
incoming vector is greater than the corresponding entry in the receiving client’s 
own vector. This sort of passive updating of timestamps only insures the vector 
msgjcounti is up to date for index i. It will be shown later th a t an information lag 
does not affect immediate service at the server.
To send a request to the server, a client Ci increments its timestamp and then 
sends a request message to S. The complete client protocol (for client Ci) is:
• Initially, Vfc : 1 < k < N  : msgjcounti[k] — 0 .
• To send a message msg from Ci to Cj, send(z, msgjcounti, msg) to j .
• Messages are received by either a client or the server by the construct receive 
(his.msgjcount, m sg ) from j  where hisjmsgjcount is a copy of msgjcountj 
which client Cj appended to message msg. Upon receipt of a message, the 
receiving client must update his msgjcounti such that:
Vfc : 1 < k < N  : msgjcounti[k] = 
m ax (msg .count i[k], hisjmsgjcount[k]).
• To send a request message msg to the server S:
— increment msgjcounti[i]
— append msgjcounti to msg and send(i, msgjcounti, msg) to  S.
The server also keeps a message vector called msg .counts. As requests for the 
resource arrive a t the server, the server must determine if a requesting client can 
immediately be given the resource or not. Recall under the immediate service stip­
ulation, if a request is the oldest in the system then it must be given the resource
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immediately (if the resource is free). The server compares its timestamp vector with 
the incoming vector in the message. If all the server timestamps are greater than 
or equal to the incoming timestamps, then the message is the oldest in the system 
and can be processed immediately. Note tha t the timestamp from the sending client 
will always be greater than the server’s timestamp for tha t node. Thus the. sending 
client’s tim estam p is ignored when making the timestamp comparisons. If a message 
has arrived early, it is put “on hold” until the message it is waiting for arrives. At 
this time the request can be granted. The complete protocol for the server is:
• Initially, Vk : 1 < k < N  : msg.count s[k] = 0.
• For some client Ci which is not on hold and which has a message pending, 
issue a ieceive(his .msg.count, m sg ) from i
— If 3k : 1 < k < N  : k ^  i : msgxounts[k] < his jmsg xount[k] then 
place Ci on hold waiting on all clients Cj such th a t msg.counts[j] < 
his jn s g  .count[j],
— else msgxounts[i]  := his .msg .count[i]\ serve the request in the message; 
see if there is any client Cj on hold for C*; for such clients, check if 
m sg x o u n ts  > h is jn sg xo u n t;  if this is satisfied, release the hold on Cj.
1.4 T esting th e Im m ediate Ordered P rotoco l
Analysis of the immediate ordered service protocol is done by comparing it to a 
previously developed protocol. The criteria used to select this protocol is as follows:
• A protocol must have asynchronous communication capabilities. Since there 
is no need to restrict communication to be synchronous in this type of system, 
the use of synchronous communication seems extreme.
• A protocol must fit the needs of a wide base of applications. This criteria 
insures th a t the protocol is as general as possible and removes all application 
specific designs from consideration.
1.4 .1  C om p arison  o f  cr iter ia  and  p rev iou s w ork
Recall the previously developed protocols described in section 1 .2 . We now take a 
look at them in the context of their relationship with meeting the above criteria.
Synchronous Communication was described in Subsection 1 .2 .1 . Recall tha t this 
protocol restricts all communication in the system to be synchronous. This violates 
the first rule of our criteria for defining a suitable protocol to use for comparison.
In Subsection 1.2.2, Global Physical Timestamps were discussed. Although this 
protocol is general and uses asynchronous communication, the implementation of 
global clocks causes this protocol to be undesirable in terms of general system load.
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Lam port’s Logical Clocks, discussed in Subsection 1.2.3, is both asynchronous 
and general in nature. This protocol would be suitable for comparison with the 
immediate ordered service protocol.
The Virtual Time protocol was described in Subsection 1.2.4. Virtual Time is 
both asynchronous and fairly general. The problem is th a t virtual time with roll­
back cannot be used on systems which alter irreversible physical devices. Although 
Jefferson presents an alternate protocol for this case, it relies on ah alteration of the 
basic virtual time algorithm, and essentially reverts to a logical clock protocol.
Pseudo Time was also mentioned in Subsection 1.2.4. As explained in tha t 
section, Pseudo Time is very similar to Virtual Time and likewise reverts to a logical 
clock protocol on systems with irreversible physical devices.
Therefore we will compare Lam port’s Logical Clocks to Immediate Ordered Ser­
vice. We now discuss how tha t comparison will be done.
1 .4 .2  S im u la tio n  vs . A n a ly tica l S tu d y
In order to compare logical clocks and immediate ordered service, we must develop 
models of the two protocols. These models can then be analyzed using either sim­
ulation or mathematical methods. Simulation is a technique whereby we use a 
computer to  algorithmically analyze a model and gather data  corresponding to the 
outputs we wish to estimate. The mathematical method uses m athematical equa­
tions th a t define the model to derive the desired outputs. The choice between these 
two methods depends upon the type of system which must be modeled.
If one is trying to analyze a very simple model, like the simple single server 
queue model in Figure 1 .6 , then queueing theory can be used as a mathematical 
model of the system. We may know, for example, tha t the interarrival times to 
the queue and the service time are all random and exponentially distributed. Thus 
this system is simply a M /M / 1  queueing system which can be analyzed (at steady 
state) using moments of the arrival and service distributions and Little’s equation 
for deriving the desired system statistics. In the case of a distributed system, the
serverqueue
Figure 1.6: Simple System: single server queue
interactions between processes are deterministic in nature. An example of the de­
terministic nature of these systems is apparent in the logical clock protocol. When
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a request comes into the server, the server deterministically sends a request for an 
ACK to all nodes in the system. This determinism cannot easily be modeled us­
ing probabilistic assumptions. These systems can also dynamically vary parameters 
throughout time. Thus, acceptable analysis is difficult to perform on distributed 
systems. Therefore mathematical analysis and simulation should be used together, 
each complementing the work of the other. Simulation should also be used to obtain 
performance statistics in domains not amenable to m athematical analysis.
1.5 A  G eneral Netw ork Sim ulator
The traditional method of simulating networks is the “ad hoc” approach. This 
approach involves writing application specific code which simulates the desired ap­
plication on a specific system. There are many examples of this approach in the 
computer science literature:
• Simulation of the IEEE 802.3 Local Area Network [6 ].
• Simulating a time-division multiplexed bus network [26] [29].
• The Bell Labs packet switched network simulator [18].
• Simulation of a circuit switched network [1].
• Simulation of a mechanical inspection network [15].
• LAN simulation [9].
• A simulation of digital data  links [28].
The problem with writing simulations using the “ad hoc” approach is th a t it is very 
hard to com pare/contrast the performance of an application across various networks. 
This may not cause a problem when the simulation is first developed, but it is likely 
th a t in the future the results obtained from the simulation will need to  be compared 
with application results using a different network structure. In order to get these 
results another simulation must be written, or a t least the original simulation code 
must be severely modified.
There have been various attem pts to  design a general network simulator which 
easily simulates various networks. Papers by Baclawski [2 ], Doner [5], Xu [30], 
Hyas [8 ], and M ortara [19], all develop some type of generic network simulator. 
Unfortunately, most of these simulators work a t either the hardware or application 
level. Even if a suitable simulator is found, we wish to develop our own simply to 
allow ease of modification.
In order to develop network protocol simulations fast and easily, a general net­
work simulator (GENSIM) has been developed as part of this work. GENSIM eases 
the process of writing discrete-event simulations for network protocols by providing
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an event list along with system calls to manipulate the list, and also takes care 
of network message transmissions. GENSIM provides a modular approach to  de­
signing network protocol simulations that allows the protocol specific information 
to be abstracted away from low level network operations (see Figure 1.7). Specific
high
level
code
GENSIM system calls
low level 
network 
code
GENSIM
protocol
Figure 1.7: Structural GENSIM approach
protocols use GENSIM system calls to send and receive messages, set and receive 
timing alarms, analyze the event queue, and alter the basic structure of the network. 
Various parameters are passed to GENSIM to implement different types and sizes of 
networks. By using GENSIM, the user can concentrate on developing the simulation 
at the protocol level.
1.6 N etw ork Structure
A network consists of a number of processors, with some type of physical communi­
cation system interconnecting them. This communication system is usually called a 
subnet. A subnet consists of actual data  transmission lines, and network interface 
mechanisms which tie the data  lines to processors in the subnet.
There are two basic designs of subnets
1. Broadcast-Medium systems.
2. Point-to-point systems.
Broadcast-Medium subnets use broadcasting of messages to transm it data  across 
a single transmission line. Thus each processor’s network interface receives every 
data  transmission sent on the subnet. It is the responsibility of each interface to 
ignore all those message not sent to its processor.
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In a point-to-point subnet, a transmission line connects two processors via their 
network interfaces. If two processors which are not connect by a transmission line 
wish to communicate, data  is forwarded by intermediate interfaces until is reaches 
its destination.
This thesis simulates both the immediate ordered service protocol and the logical 
clock protocol upon the above two communication subnets.
1.7 Sum m ary
In summary, this thesis will do the following:
1. Design a general network simulator (GENSIM) which will give a structural 
approach to writing discrete event simulations for event ordering protocols. 
This simulator will provide system calls to low level specific network functions 
and maintain the event list for the simulation. The simulator will be general 
enough to provide various network configurations to users.
2 . Model and design simulations for Lam port’s Logical Clock protocol and Kearns’ 
Immediate Ordered Service protocol. These simulations will utilize GENSIM 
as a common network base.
3. G ather statistics on the two protocols and compare them in terms of overall 
real time of accessing a centralized resource.
4. Explore the effects of various network configurations on the performance of 
the protocols.
5. Present statistical data  and derive conclusions regarding the two protocols.
C hapter 2
S im u la tion  S tru ctu re
As described in the previous chapter, simulation will be used to compare the per­
formance of the logical clock protocol with tha t of the immediate ordered service 
protocol. Like any system tha t is to be simulated, simulation of the above protocols 
involves several steps. These steps, as mentioned in [21], are:
1. Design a conceptual model o f the system. Initially, the various state variables 
must be determined and the interrelations between them must be recognized.
2. Design a mathematical and/or algorithmic model o f the conceptual model. 
Usually the best approach is to develop both a mathematical and an algo­
rithmic model for the system.
3. Design a computational model from the mathematical/ algorithmic model built 
above. This model is usually a computer program.
4. Validate that the computational model succeeds in capturing the system state 
changes and their interrelationships.
5. Construct the experiments that you wish to simulate for the system.
6 . Run the computational model and gather statistics/results.
7. Analyze the results of the simulations in terms o f your objectives for originally 
doing the simulation.
Note th a t it is very probable tha t steps 1-4 above will be repeated numerous times 
until the simulation system simulates the original system correctly.
In this chapter the programs for simulating the logical clock protocol and the 
immediate service protocol are presented. An im portant part of these simulations 
is the development of the General Network Simulator (GENSIM) introduced in 
Chapter 1 .
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2.1 D eveloping G EN SIM
As previously introduced, GENSIM is a protocol independent facility which allows 
event ordering protocols to be easily and quickly simulated using discrete-event 
simulation. A discrete-event simulation has the characteristics of being stochastic, 
dynamic, and discrete in nature.
Stochasticity means tha t some of the system variables are not deterministic and 
must be modeled using random variables. A dynamic simulation is one in which the 
advancement of time plays some role in the relation between state variables. If a 
simulation is discrete, then the state variables only change a t discrete times.
Besides maintaining an event list and a simulation clock, GENSIM’s basic job 
is to  take care of low-level message passing functions. In order to perform this job, 
GENSIM must know various characteristics about the physical network which it is 
simulating.
2 .1 .1  N e tw o rk  C h a ra cter istics  o f  G E N S IM
There are numerous network characteristics tha t GENSIM must have knowledge of 
in order to model a given network. These characteristics are:
• Constant overhead associated with sending and receiving a message. Every 
network architecture has a message latency cost due to such things as con­
struction of message headers, designing data  checksums, and delays due to 
slow physical devices. Message overhead also includes the time required to 
propagate the messages through the operating systems software, and message 
processing on the receiving side. This latency overhead is assumed to be con­
stant and is designated as a.
• Maximum data rates o f the physical network. This is the raw speed of the 
physical cable/line from a sender’s physical adapter to  a receiver’s physical 
adapter. Note tha t to  fully generalize the physical network line speeds, varying 
speeds must be possible to allow different raw link speeds. The maximum data  
rate for a link between node i and node j  in the network is designated as 0ij .
• Ordering of messages. GENSIM must also know if the “well-ordered” assump­
tion is being made about messages sent from any node to any other node. This 
distinction is im portant so tha t both datagrams and virtual circuits can be 
modeled by GENSIM. A datagram  is an unreliable, unsequenced, possibly du­
plicated message sent between two processes. This type of message can arrive 
in any order at a receiving process. Virtual circuits are reliable, connection- 
oriented, sequenced messages. The ordering of messages is designated by 9 
where 9+ signifies well-ordered messages and 9~ signifies unordered messages.
• Percentage o f  lost or corrupted transmissions. If 9 = 0“ , then it may be 
necessary to  simulate the loss of messages during data  transmissions. This
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param eter will allow a user to set the percentage of messages which are lost 
by the network system. We designate e as this percentage.
The above characteristics are all related when discussing the transfer time of a 
message on a specific network. If virtual links between nodes is assumed and the 
computations done during a  can be done concurrently, unlimited overlap of message 
transmissions is possible. The transmission time T  of a message M  of m  bytes is 
given by the equation:
/ I n T  =  a  +  ( — * m).
If messages are assumed to be unordered, then the time a t which message M  arrives 
at its destination is:
R m — Dm +  T
where R m is the time message M  arrives and D m is the departure time of M .
Time
C i-Ci
A a Ri
C r C k
D 2 a J R i
Figure 2.1: Transmission of Unordered Messages
Figure 2 .1  shows two messages sent from node C{ to  nodes Cj and C*,. Since 
unlimited overlapping of message transmissions is allowed, the messages arrive at 
their destinations at times Ri  and R 2.
The arrival time for well-ordered messages is exactly the same as the unordered 
time if R m > R where R  , is the arrival time of the previous message between 
the same two nodes. But, as shown in Figure 2 .2 , if the unordered R m < R! , then:
Rm — R t 8.
m  771
where 8 is one unit of time in the system.
The above equations only hold for messages which are not lost or corrupted due 
to transmission errors. Note tha t if e =  0 .0 , then messages are never lost during 
transmission.
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Figure 2 .2 : Transmission of Ordered Messages
2 .1 .2  S t r u c t u r e  o f  G E N S I M  —  A n  E x a m p le
GENSIM is written in the C programming language and consists of seven functions 
which allow protocols to manipulate the event list and the time clock for a specific 
network. The event list is a pair of linked lists of system events, each ordered by 
system time. Every event in either list is a data structure defined as:
s t r u c t  even t {
double n e x t . t r a n s ; /* system  tim e o f even t * /
in t sen d er; /* sender o f event */
i n t r e c e iv e r ; /* r e c e iv e r  o f event */
i n t ♦ b u ffe r ; /* p o in te r  to  p ro to c o l s p e c i f i c  in t s */
s t r u c t even t *next; /* p o in te r  to  n ex t s t r u c t  in  a l i s t * /
s t r u c t even t *prev; /* p o in te r  to  p rev  s t r u c t  in  a l i s t */
>;
The reason tha t two event lists are maintained will be discussed later in the chapter.
In order to  use GENSIM, a protocol must adhere to  the above data  structure. 
The pointer field int *buffer allows a given protocol to insert protocol specific in­
formation into the event structure. All the other fields are needed by GENSIM. A 
detailed explanation of GENSIM’s use of this structure will be given as the seven 
GENSIM functions are explained. As an example of how these function calls can be 
used to simulate various networks and protocols, a small simulation of an alternating 
bit message protocol is developed.
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A simplex stop-and-wait message protocol is a method of sending messages one­
way on a communication line between two processes on a network. When the sender 
transm its a message, the message is split up into packets and sent (one packet at 
a time) to  the receiver. The receiver must send an acknowledgement back to the 
sender each time he receives a packet. The sender will not transm it the next packet 
until it receives an acknowledgement message for the previous packet. Thus the 
sender must stop and wait after each packet is sent.
The protocol above works well under the following assumptions:
1 . Packets are never lost by the network.
2. Packets never incur data errors when traveling on the network.
3. Packets are never duplicated by the network.
In order to remove the above assumptions, the sender must have some way of know­
ing — or a t least suspecting — tha t the last packet sent did not arrive a t the receiver. 
In order to  detect this case, the sender sets a time-out mechanism whenever sending 
a packet. If the time-out occurs before the sender receives an acknowledgement 
from the receiver, the sender assumes tha t the packet did not arrive properly and 
retransm its the same packet. The sender also sets a time-out for the retransmission. 
Any timeout must be long enough to insure th a t packets have time to get to the 
receiver, be processed, and get back to  the sender. If the timeout is shorter than 
this value, the sender will never get beyond the first packet it sends. Conversely, 
the longer the timeout is, the slower will be the time to decide tha t the packet 
has been lost and retransm it. Thus there is a delicate tradeoff between assigning 
a timeout which' is too short and assigning a timeout which is too long. Note tha t 
it is inherently better to assign a timeout tha t is too long than too short — even 
though too long a timeout yields performance degradation. Too short a timeout 
may cause infinite retransmission of the current packet. At the very least, too short 
a timeout will cause very severe performance degradation (due to many unneeded 
retransmissions).
The receiver also has an additional job in this protocol. It must be able to detect 
an error in the data  for a packet which arrives from the sender. Usually this is done 
through the use of a checksum tha t is attached to the packet and can be used to 
probablistically determine the correctness of the da ta  in the packet. The probability 
of a correct diagnosis of the state of the data  depends upon the checksum which is 
used by the receiver. If a receiver receives a data  packet it believes to be corrupt, 
the receiver may simply not send back an acknowledgement, or send back a negative 
acknowledgement (NACK) to avoid a long timeout interval. In either of the above 
methods, the sender is forced to retransm it the packet.
The above extension almost allows the previous assumptions to  be removed from 
the algorithm. The only problem which still exists is if the ACK sent back to the 
sender gets lost, or if the network duplicates packets. Duplicate packets will be 
handled by the receiver as if they are two different packets arriving to  be processed.
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Thus, redundant data  will end up in the message when it is put back together using 
all the packets the receiver has received from the sender.
If an acknowledgement gets lost, it is just like the above case of duplicate packets 
arriving at the receiver. Consider the following scenario:
1 . The sender sends a packet to the receiver, and sets a timeout for receiving an 
ACK.
2 . The receiver receives the above packet and sends back an ACK, but the ACK 
gets lost on the network. Since we have removed the assumption of a lostless 
network, this is now possible.
3. The sender never gets an ACK for its packet so it sends the same packet again.
4. The receiver gets a packet it already has and processes it just like a new packet. 
Thus the receiver has received duplicate packets.
In order to correct this problem in the algorithm, a sequence numbering scheme 
called alternating bit is utilized. Notice tha t in the duplicating packet problem (both 
cases) mentioned above, the problem was distinguishing between packet/packet and 
packet/retransmission. Thus by adding sequence numbers to packets, the receiver 
may check the number of each arriving packet to see if it is a new packet or a 
retransmission of one it .has already seen. Note tha t the receiver’s interpretation 
of a new packet may be different from the sender’s. If a packet gets lost before 
arriving a t the receiver, the sender will retransm it a packet th a t the receiver sees 
for the first time and calls a new packet. This in no way affects the implementation 
of the protocol.
Since we would like to make packet overhead as small as possible, we should try 
and find the minimum bit size of the sequence number which will insure tha t the 
above correction solves the problem. Since the only ambiguity in packet numbers is 
between any two packets tha t are sent in a row, only one bit is needed to sequence 
the packets. Thus the name “alternating bit protocol” .
Figure 2.3 shows an example of a two node network using a simplex alternating 
bit protocol. HOST1 is the process that wishes to send a message to HOST2 . The 
message is transferred to the communication protocol layer(s) (SENDER) which 
are responsible for breaking up the message into packets and implementing the 
alternating bit protocol to transm it the message. After all the packets have been 
successfully sent, SENDER sends an “end of message” packet to  RECEIVER. The 
RECEIVER send back an end of message ACK, reconstructs the message from the 
packets, and gives the message to H0ST2. When the end of message ACK returns 
to SENDER, HOST1 is notified tha t the message has been successfully sent.
A simple algorithm for implementing the alternating bit protocol on the sender 
side looks like:
1. Get a message from the host system.
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Figure 2.3: Simple simplex alternating bit protocol
2. Initialize bit = 0, packet jno =  0.
3. Break the message into packets.
4. Set a timeout and send packet[packetjno] with bit in the alternating bit field.
5. If an ACK returns and there are still packets to process, bit =  -ibit, packet_no++, 
goto (4); else if ->ACK and there are still packets to process goto (4); else goto 
(6).
6 . Send receiver “end of message” packet and goto ( 1 ).
Likewise, the algorithm on the receiver side of the alternating bit protocol looks 
like:
1. Initialize: bit =  0
2. Get a packet from sender, if bit =  packet bit and checksum is correct then 
send ACK, bit =  —«bit, process packet.
3. If the packet received is not the “end of message” packet, then goto (2).
These algorithms will be used as the basis of a discrete-event simulation of the 
alternating bit protocol using GENSIM as the base network. The following sections 
describe the GENSIM functions and gives examples which will be.used to implement 
the alternating bit protocol.
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Function # 1 :  void init_network(a, 9, /?, e)
The function in itjnetworkQ  is always the first GENSIM function called by a proto­
col. This function provides GENSIM with the appropriate network characteristics 
th a t it needs to know in order to calculate event and system times. The parameters 
to  the function are those network characteristics which were discussed in the begin­
ning of Section 2 .1 .1 . In terms of types, a  is of type float, 9 of type integer, (3 is 
of type **float (which points to /?[iV][iV]), and e is type double. A value of (9 =  1 ) 
implies (#+ ), while a value of (9 =  0 ) implies (9~ ). Note tha t to allow for variable 
line speeds between different nodes in the network, the param eter (3 is a pointer to 
an N  x N  m atrix of (3 values where N  is the number of nodes in the network.
Assume th a t the network latency (a ) is 1.0 millisecond and the network is a 1 
M byte/second local area network (LAN). Since the alternating bit protocol never 
sends more than one packet at a time, it does not m atter whether messages are well 
ordered or not. Thus:
1 . a  =  1 .0 ms
T  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0  "
'  1000000.0  1000000.0
3. 9 =  9~ = 0
4. € is set depending to what percentage of lost messages the user desires. The 
actual percentage of messages lost on a network is very hardware specific.
Since the (3 value is in terms of per seconds, a — 1 . 0 m s  is equal to a  =  0.001 
seconds. Thus for the alternating bit protocol, the initial call to  initialize the network 
would be:
initjnet work (0.001,0 , /?, c);
Function # 2 :  void xm it_m sg(struct msg *)
A call to  xm it jm sgQ  allows protocols to transm it messages across a network. This 
function call places the msg structure into the transmission event list. This is one 
of the two event lists maintained by GENSIM, and it contains only messages tha t 
are being sent across the network. The param eter to the function is a pointer to 
the message being sent. The structure of this message is the nearly the same as the 
GENSIM structure defined above. The only difference is tha t the protocol passes in 
the message length in the nextjrans  field. It is GENSIM’s responsibility to convert
the message length into the time at which this message will arrive a t its destination.
GENSIM converts a message length into an arrival time using the parameters 
passed to it in init_network(o;, 9, (3, e). If we let C C  be the current time in the 
simulation, then we can use the transmission time T  to determine the arrival time 
A of a message M  with message length m as follows:
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If 0 -  or (6+)and(CC > LT )  then: 
A = C C  + T
else:
A  =  L T  + ( i  * m);
where XT is the time of receipt of the last transmission from the associated sender 
to the associated receiver.
As each message comes into GENSIM through the xm it jm sgQ  function, the 
arrival time of th a t message is calculated and placed into the nextjrans  field of the 
structure (replacing the message length). This message is then added to  the event 
list.
In order to send messages, we must set up a message structure in accordance 
with the GENSIM message structure discussed in Section 2 .1 .2 . The basic message 
structure looks like:
struct packet {
double time.position;
int sender; 
int receiver; 
int *buffer; 
struct packet *next; 
struct packet *prev;
>;
/* packet length on send; receive */ 
/* time upon receipt */
/* sender of packets */
/* receiver of packets * /
/* contains bit, type, and pack # */ 
/* pointer to next structure */
/* pointer to previous structure */
To transfer a packet of size 1 2 0  bytes, the sender must allocate a packet structure, 
fill in the blanks and call xm itjm sgQ  as follows:
struct packet *pointer;
pointer - (struct packet *) malloc(sizeof(packet)); 
pointer->buffer - (int *) calloc(3, sizeof(int)); 
pointer->time_pos = 120.0; 
pointer->sender * 0; 
pointer->receiver = 1;
pointer->buffer[0] = bit; /* alternating bit */
pointer->buffer[l] =1; /* packet send = 1 */
pointer->buffer[2] = pack_no; 
pointer->next ® NIL;
pointer->prev = NIL;
xmit.msg(pointer);
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Note tha t a buffer field three integers long has been allocated. These fields contain 
the alternating bit, the message type ( 1  = data message), and the current packet 
number.
Function # 3 :  void proto_event(struct msg *)
The previous function call allows messages to be placed upon the transmission event 
list in GENSIM. Messages are not the only events which occur in simulations of net­
works, thus we have the proto jeventQ  function. This function allows non-message 
events to be placed on a generic event list. This event list contains all simulation 
events which are not message transmissions. Examples of uses for this function in­
clude: send events, timeout events, service departure events, etc. Protocol specific 
events still use the same message structure as does xm itjm sgQ  except tha t since 
these events are not network messages, the msg Jen  field is interpreted as the time 
offset from the current time a t which this event occurs. This leads us to the reason 
th a t there are two event lists in GENSIM.
When building and maintaining event lists, a great deal of the processing time is 
spent inserting events into the list. This is because an event list is usually maintained 
in sorted order (by simulation time) for ease of removing events in a time ordered 
fashion. The events in a network simulation can be placed in one of two classes — 
actual message transmissions or all other events. Message transmissions are a special 
type of event in the simulation because additional processing needs to be done in 
order to place these events in an event list correctly. If messages are assumed to 
arrive in the order a t which they are sent (between any two nodes), then additional 
processing of the event list must be done to insure tha t a message transmission 
event being inserted is not inserted before a message transmission it is supposed to 
be behind. Since we know apriori which events are message transmissions and which 
events are not, it makes little sense to examine non-message events when searching 
for the correct position of a message event. Thus the event list was split in two — 
the message transmission event list and the generic event list.
Both lists are doubly linked lists with a head pointer, a tail pointer, and a median 
pointer. The correct position to place a new structure going into either event list 
is determined by searching from one end of the event list or the other. If the new 
structure has an event time tha t is less than the event time of the median pointer’s 
structure, then the search starts a t the beginning of the event list. If this is not 
the case, then the search starts at the end of the event list. The reason a doubly 
linked list is used for the event lists is for generality. If we knew the distributions 
which were being used to calculate the event times, the event list could be tailored 
to  maximize list manipulation for tha t particular system. Since we are interested in 
simulating generic networks (i.e., any distribution can be used), this doubly linked 
list with a median pointer provides a fairly efficient — yet general — data  structure 
for our event lists.
As an example of the function protojsventQ , we will setup a timeout for the
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alternating bit protocol.
Recall the following known facts about the alternating bit protocol:
• All communication lines can transm it 1 Mbyte/sec.
• The overhead of sending a packet is 0.001 sec/packet.
• Message packets are 120 bytes in length.
W ith the above knowledge, the assumption th a t ACK’s are simply 1 byte in length, 
and our knowledge of how GENSIM calculates arrival times, we can calculate exactly 
what time an ACK should return from RECEIVER. If the starting time of the packet 
=  X  seconds then the packet should arrive at the RECEIVER at:
receive — X  + 0 . 0 0 1  +  ((1 .0 / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 ) * 1 2 0 .0 ) =  (X  + 0.001120)seconds 
And the ACK should return by:
ack =  receive -f 0 . 0 0 1  -f ((1 .0 / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 ) * 1 .0 ) =  (receive +  0 .0 0 1 0 0 1 )seccmds
Thus a timeout should be set for (0.001120 +  0 .0 0 1 0 0 1 )second5 . The C code for 
doing this would look like:
struct packet { 
double timeout; 
int sender; 
int receiver; 
int *buffer; 
struct msg *next; 
struct msg *prev:
>;
struct packet *pointer;
pointer = (struct packet *) malloc(sizeof(packet)); 
pointer->timeout = 0.002121;
pointer->sender =0; /* sender of event is same */
pointer->receiver =0; /* as receiver on timeouts */
pointer->buffer *= NIL;
pointer->next = NIL;
proto.event(pointer);
/* timeout value */
/ * pointer to next structure * /
/* pointer to previous structure */
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Function # 4 :  char *recv_jnsg(&:type)
RecvjmsgQ  returns the next event to occur in the system. The event returned is 
the one which has the smallest system time associated with it, and may come from 
either of the two event lists. Internal to GENSIM, the system clock is updated 
to  the current time of the event being removed from the list. The return value of 
recvjmsgO  is a character pointer to the message structure being returned. This 
pointer must be typecast to the appropriate structure of a protocol message. The 
param eter type is passed by reference to GENSIM and returns the type of event 
which is being extracted from the event list. A type =  0  indicates this is a network 
message arriving a t its destination, while a type =  1 indicates this is a protocol 
specific event.
There are 3 different events which occur in the simulation of the alternating 
bit protocol; packets are received, ACKS are received, and timeouts occur. The 
reception of packets is the only event tha t RECEIVER is concerned with. SENDER 
receives both ACKS and timeouts, so it must check the protocol specific integer to 
determine which of these events has just happened. The basic structure of event 
reception can be coded simply as:
struct message ^pointer; 
int type;
pointer * (struct message *) recv_msg(type);
switch (type) {
case 0: switch (pointer->buffer[1]) {
case 0: SEND_PROCESS_ACK(pointer); 
break;
case 1: RECEIVE_PROCESS_MSG(pointer); 
break;
>
break
case 1: SEND_PROCESS_TIMEOUT(pointer);
>
Note th a t the reception of a timeout event does not necessarily mean tha t a 
packet has been lost or corrupted. If SENDER has already received the message it is 
waiting for, then the timeout can just be ignored in SEND_PROCESS_TIMEOTJT();
Function # 5 :  double current_time()
The current J im e()  function returns the current time of the simulation. This is 
actually the time a t which the last event was removed from an event list. Note 
th a t the time of the last event is also returned in the message length field of events 
returned from GENSIM using recvjmsg().
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For the simple alternating bit protocol begin developed, there is no real use for 
this function. In fact, since the current system time is returned in the message length 
field of the packet structure, there are only a few instances when this function is 
needed. A good example of the need for this function is when a simulation has been 
divided into multiple processes which are responsible for doing various portions of 
a simulation. It may be necessary for process A, the packet SENDER process, to 
find out the system time. It may be tha t process A is not in charge of receiving the 
ACK’s back from the RECEIVER. If this is the case, then process A can simply 
sleep until a signal from the ACK handler tells process A th a t an ACK has arrived. 
Process A can then use:
double sys_time; 
sys_time = current_time();
to  schedule the next timeout and send the next packet.
Function # 6 :  double stop_network()
When the simulation stopping criteria has been met — whether this criteria is num­
ber of customers, a certain amount of elapsed time, etc. — this function gracefully 
terminates the simulation and returns the time at which the last network message 
in the event list will be processed.
When this function is called, GENSIM calculates the time of the last event in 
the system and deallocates all memory held by the event structures in both event 
lists. The time of the latest event on the event lists is returned to the protocol.
In the alternating bit protocol, after the entire message has been sent from 
SENDER to RECEIVER, SENDER uses s topjie tw orkf)  to  clean up memory allo­
cation and get the finishing time of the simulation. In the case of the alternating bit 
protocol, where^we are only sending a single message, we will know the system time 
since it will come back with the last ACK. In general queueing systems, a simulation 
can be stopped after a designated number of customers are processed. In this case, 
the finishing time may not be known until this function has been called.
Function # 7 :  void print_queue()
P r in t  jqueueQ  sends the current contents to the event list to  standard output. This 
allows a user of GENSIM to analyze and debug the event lists if there is something 
th a t is not working properly. Note tha t this function cannot print out the contents 
of the message field buffer since GENSIM only sees this as a pointer.
A simple example of this function, and a sample of what the output of this 
function will look like is:
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print_queue();
The output would look like:
THE CURRENT EVENT LIST
System Time = .02 send node = 0
System Time = .03 send node = 0
System Time = .13 send node = 3
receive node - 1 (message) 
receive node = 3 (sys event)
2 .1 .3  A lte r n a tin g  b it P r o c o to l S im u la tion
Now th a t all the GENSIM functions have been introduced, and various pieces of the 
alternating bit protocol have been developed, it is time to combine this knowledge 
and write a C program to simulate it. This program prompts a user for the size 
of a message to send, a percentage of messages which are to be lost or corrupted, 
and will return the system time (in seconds) tha t it took to  process the message. 
This simulation can be used to analyze the effects of various network error rates 
upon the total transmission time of a message under the alternating bit protocol. 
This program contains most of the code written while introducing the GENSIM 
functions. A complete listing of the simulation resides in Appendix A. A listing of 
GENSIM resides in Appendix B.
2.2 Im m ediate Service vs. Logical Clocks
As discussed a t the beginning of this chapter, there are numerous steps tha t one 
must go through to develop a working simulation of a system. We are fortunate in 
th a t both the immediate ordered service and logical clock protocols have already 
been algorithmically constructed in [12] and [13] respectively. These algorithms were 
reproduced in Chapter 1 .
In C hapter 1 , we discussed the problems with trying to mathematically ana­
lyze a network system. It was determined tha t mathematical modeling of such a 
system would be very difficult and thus simulation is used to obtain performance 
measurements. In [12], Kearns and K oodalattupuram  set up a mean value analysis 
of the difference between the immediate ordered service and logical clock protocols 
assuming only a single message is in transit at any instance in time. This analysis 
was done to  examine the tradeoffs which may exist between the two protocols in 
terms of system parameters. A review of this analysis is in the following subsection.
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2 .2 .1  M ean  V alue A n a ly s is  o f  P r o to c o ls
Recall th a t in the immediate ordered service protocol, all messages are lengthened 
by N. integers, where N  is the number of clients nodes in the network. This is 
necessary to facilitate the addition of the entire service vector to each message sent 
in the system. W ithout this vector, in the worst case, the server could not tell when 
a resource request honored the immediate service criteria. The problem with the 
addition of N  integers to every message is tha t longer messages mean longer message 
transmission time.
The logical clock protocol only demands a one integer increase in the size of 
every message. This integer is the current logical clock value of the sending process. 
Thus, a message sent with the logical clock protocol will arrive a t its destination 
earlier than a message sent with the immediate service protocol — given th a t the 
data  portion of the message is the same in both protocols and the messages are sent 
a t the exact same time.
In order to offset the quicker transmission speed of messages passed with the 
logical clock protocol, the immediate service protocol relies upon less message pass­
ing (no ACKS are ever sent), and fewer delays waiting for service (since immediate 
service can sometimes be given). Thus there are numerous trade-offs between the 
two protocols. The following mean-value analysis attem pts to  determine exactly 
where these tradeoffs may lie.
In order to make the analysis of these protocols manageable, [1 2 ] makes several 
assumptions about the system these protocols are running on. These assumptions 
include:
1. Service time is negligible.
2. The j3 value for all lines is such tha t the time for one integer to be transm itted 
from one node to any other node is unity.
3. There is never more than one message in transit on the network.
The basic parameters of the above system are:
• N  =  Number of client nodes
• a  = Network latency as discussed in the section on GENSIM. Recall tha t 
this is a measure of the overhead incurred in both preparing a message for
transmission, and reconstructing a message after transmission. This includes
all network layering software delays and any buffer delays before and after the 
message propagates across the network.
• lc = Mean length of a client-client message.
• ls = Mean length of a client-server resource request message.
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• n c = The number of client-client messages which are generated by a distributed 
program.
• n s — The number of client-server resource request messages which are gener­
ated by a distributed program.
Using the above assumptions and definitions, expressions for the time spent in mes­
sage passing can be computed for both of the protocols.
For the logical clock protocol, we must additionally assume the following: all 
timestamps are integers, acknowledgements and requests for acknowledgements are 
both data  messages of length one. Also assumed in the analysis of the logical clock 
protocol is tha t both the sending of the N  — 1 requests for ACKS, and the N  — 1 
ACKS require the same amount of time as two message transmissions. If the above 
is assumed then the lower bound for real time spent in message passing, Tl -, for the 
logical clock protocol can be expressed as:
Tl  =  nc{lc +  1 -f- a )  +  ns{ls +  1 +  a )  +  2ns{2 -f- a ).
The first term  is the expected client-client message passing time, the second term is 
the expected client-server resource request message passing time, and the third term 
is the expected time to process all requests for ACKS and the ACKS themselves.
Since the immediate ordered service protocol does not use ACKS but does incur 
a cost of N  additional integers in every message sent, the real time spent in message 
passing, T/, for the immediate ordered service protocol can be expressed as:
T/ =  nc(lc +  N  +  d)  +  ns(ls +  N  +  a ).
As above, the first term is the time spent processing client-client messages and 
the second term is the time spent processing client-server resource requests.
In order for the immediate ordered service protocol to  spend less real time in 
message passing than the logical clock protocol, Tl  — Xj must be positive. By 
expanding the terms and simplifying, the difference between Tl  and T/ can be 
expressed as:
A =  Tl  -  Tj -  5ns +  nc +  2nsa  -  (nc +  ns)N.
Now we define: ns
P =  — ,n c
and notice th a t as p increases, the proportion of service requests vs. client-client 
messages increases. If A > 0  then
* < * • ( „ , „ )  = £ ( * L t ^ ± I .
N *(a ,p)  is a function tha t determines the maximum size of a network in which 
the immediate ordered service protocol spends less time in message passing than
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Figure 2.4: Maximum Network Size
logical clocks. Note tha t this function is dependent upon its two parameters, a  
and p. Figure 2.4 shows N* as a function of the above parameters for various 
values of p. Notice tha t as either param eter increases, the network size in which 
immediate ordered service outperforms logical clocks increases also. Both of these 
cases intuitively make sense. As the overhead associated with sending a message 
increases, the relative size of the immediate ordered protocols increased message 
size becomes smaller. Likewise, a larger value of p implies less client-client message 
passing. Since the vectors associated with client-client messages are pure overhead 
(i.e. they are needed only to correctly order future service requests), a decrease in 
this type of message results in greater performance gains for the immediate ordered 
service protocol.
As a natural optimization of the immediate ordered service protocol, it may 
be possible tha t the entire vector of service counts may not have to be passed 
along with every message. If a process only sends those entries in the vector tha t 
have changed since the previous message transmission, then the vector size may be 
reduced. Actually, a pair of integers must be sent for each index in the vector that 
has changed. The first integer indicates which position in the vector has changed, 
and the second integer is the new value for tha t vector position. This optimization is 
called the sparse vector method. It does nothing to  improve the worst case overhead 
of the protocol, but can be useful if a client, on average, communicates only with a 
small subset of the nodes in the network.
If we assume tha t every client node on the network only communicates with
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H nodes, then the length of the vector (N ) in the above analysis simply becomes 
2/i. The N* criterion becomes 2p < N *(a ,p).  Thus, for applications which exhibit 
strong “locality of communication” , the immediate ordered service protocol may 
provide even bigger efficiency gains.
2 .2 .2  S im u la tin g  th e  Im m ed ia te  O rdered  and  L ogical C lock  P r o ­
to c o ls
The simulations of both immediate ordered service protocol and the logical clock 
protocol are discrete-event simulations which use GENSIM as a network base. Each 
simulation is written in the C programming language
In both protocols, the state variables are the system statistics tha t are being 
kept for comparison. These statistics are meant to  measure the real-time message 
passing of each protocol. The state variables are:
• n c — Average number of client-client messages sent.
• ns — Average number of client-server requests sent.
• Tj x  — The real-time to process X  requests.
• S T i x  — The standard deviation of real-time processing of X  requests.
By far the most im portant state variables are Tj x  and S T j x , since these statis­
tics deal directly with real message passing times. N c and ns are used solely to 
verify th a t the simulation is correctly approximating the desired p value.
There are three events in the immediate ordered simulation th a t will update the 
above system variables as they occur:
• SENDMSG — the time a t which a message is sent by a client process to  either 
another client or the server.
• RECVMSG — the time at which a process receives a message.
• ENDSERV — the time a t which the process being serviced is finished with 
the resource.
The logical clock simulation has the three events described above, plus two more 
to handle acknowledgements (something immediate ordered service doesn’t have to 
include). These are:
• REQACK -  the time at which a client receives a request for a timestamped 
ACK.
• ACK -  the time a t which an ACK is received by the server from a client.
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The simulations of both the immediate ordered service and the logical clock 
protocols can be developed using the above system state, and the corresponding 
algorithm developed in [12] or [13]. Initially, there are many parameters tha t these 
simulations must have in order to correctly initialize GENSIM, and to insure that 
the distributions used for the stochastic elements of the simulations are given the 
correct parameters. Thus all simulations take a number of command line parameters. 
Some of these parameters are application specific, while others are always needed to 
initialize GENSIM correctly. The command line parameters used for all simulations 
in this thesis are:
1 . -a. xx.x:  The floating point number xx .x  is the overhead associated with every 
message passed in the system. This param eter is passed as a  to  GENSIM.
2. -m  x x .x : The param eter m initializes the average message size to be xx.x.  
This param eter is equivalent to the parameters lc and ls in the mean value 
analysis.
3. -o: If this param eter is included, then messages are “well-ordered” on the 
network. This param eter is passed to GENSIM as either 0+ for well-ordered 
messages or 6~ for unordered messages.
4. -s f ile l: This param eter allows a set line speeds to  be read into a m atrix from 
the file filel. This m atrix is then passed to GENSIM as /?[][].
5. -i xx.x:  This initializes the mean intermessage time in the system.
6 . - t file2 : File2 contains a transition m atrix of probabilities for deciding which 
node in the network is going to receive the next message from any given client.
7. - f  O.xx: This param eter determines the percentage of message transmitions 
tha t are lost or corrupted.
There are three stochastic variables in the system. The time between sending 
messages, determining the receiver of a message, and the message size. These are 
all determined using various distributions. Like most network simulations, in the 
absence of better information, arrivals to the system (same as sending a message 
in the protocol) are assumed to  be Poisson in nature. Thus the intersending time 
between messages for any given client is exponential in nature. The mean of this 
distribution is the -i xx .x  command line parameter.
The command line param eter -t file2 allows the simulator to determine the prob­
ability of a given client sending a message to  another node (client or server) in the 
network. File2 is actually a m atrix of probabilities defining the probability density 
function (pdf) of any given node sending a message to any other node. These pdf’s 
are read from File2 and a cummulative density function (cdf) m atrix is allocated 
and built.
The size of messages which are to be sent across the network are assumed to 
be exponentially distributed. The mean of this distribution is determined by the
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input param eter -m xx.x .  Note tha t under an exponential distribution, most of 
the messages generated will be very small in size. In the absence of performance 
measures of message size, the exponential distribution was chosen in order to favor 
the logical clock protocol. Since most messages are small, the added immediate 
ordered service vector translates into a higher percentage of message size and thus a 
longer transmission time (percentage wise) as compared to the logical clock protocol. 
Thus, if immediate ordered service does result in faster processing of service requests, 
it is not due to the distribution of message sizes.
All the random numbers generated in both protocol simulations are generated 
using the RandomQ  function as described in [2 0 ]. The reasons for not using a 
random number generator supplied with a system are explained in the above refer­
ence. Basically, unless the software system generator has been tested extensively, it 
should be considered unreliable. The RandomQ  function described in [2 0 ] has been 
thoroughly tested, and is highly portable.
Like most discrete-event simulations, the main loop in all the simulations devel­
oped simply removes events from the event list and processes those events. Each 
simulation collects transient statistics for the state variables mentioned above. These 
simulations are replicated many times over to achieve statistics which are not influ­
enced by the initial seed used for the random number generator.
The actual implementation of the immediate ordered service algorithm consists 
of processing the above events as they happen, exactly as the algorithm in [1 2 ] 
specifies. Likewise, the implementation of the logical clock protocol consists of 
processing the system events exactly as the algorithm in [13] specifies.
Recall tha t in the logical clock-protocol, in order to grant a request for service, the 
server must receive ACK’s from all clients in the system. Thus the event REQACK 
is the reception of a request for service ACK, while ACK is the event of the server 
actually receiving permission from a given client to grant the request for service. An 
optimization to this protocol specifies th a t the server may not have to  wait for all 
the ACK’s before allowing service. If the server has already received a timestamp 
from a node tha t is greater than the timestamp of the requesting node, then there 
is no need to wait for the ACK to return. Figure 2.5 shows an example of the 
above optimization. In this example, the server S  is keeping track of the highest 
clock value it has received from each client in the system. In diagram a), the server 
has received a request from client C\. After receiving this request, the server has 
knowledge of client timestamps: C\ =  2 , C2 = 2 , C3 =  1 . This is shown by the 
vector of values under the server node in a). Assume tha t as the server is processing 
the request from C i, C3 is sending a request for service to the server timestamped 
with a 4 (-1^ 3, timestamp=Q ’
In diagram 6 ), S  has sent out requests for ACK’s (REQA) to all clients and is 
awaiting their return. If we assume tha t sometime during this wait, Rz,timestamp=A 
arrives a t the server, then under the optimized protocol the server will notice tha t 
all timestamps are at least as big as the timestamp on the request by C\. Thus the 
request can be served before the return of all ACK’s. Note tha t in the worst case,
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Figure 2.5: Optimization to the Logical Clock Protocol
i.e. the case where all values the server knows about are less than the request, the 
optimized solution does not process requests any faster than the original protocol.
In the next chapter the performance of the immediate ordered service protocol 
will be compared with the logical clock protocol. This evaluation includes vari­
ous network configurations, including simulations to  verify the mean-value analysis 
presented in this chapter.
C hapter 3
P erform an ce E va lu ation s
Now th a t the basic simulations of the logical clock and immediate ordered ser­
vice protocols have been developed, the performance of these two protocols will be 
compared. In this chapter the above protocols are compared for various network 
configurations. The comparison criteria is the real time processing of messages in 
the system.
The following network configurations are evaluated:
1. A Broadcast-Medium system (i.e. only one message in transit simultaneously).
2. A Point-to-point lightly loaded system (i.e. very few messages in transit si­
multaneously)
3. A Point-to-point system with a heavier message load.
4. A Broadcast-Medium system using a sparse vector.
5. A Point-to-point system using a sparse vector.
6 . A Broadcast-Medium system with locality assumptions.
7. A Broadcast-Medium using a sparse vector data  and with locality assumptions.
All of the above configurations of the immediate ordered service protocol will 
be compared with the optimized version of the logical clock protocol discussed in 
the previous chapter. Recall tha t in this optimization, the server keeps track of the 
latest clock value it has received from all clients. If a requesting client’s clock value 
is less than the latest clock value the server has from another client, a request for an 
ACK need not be sent to tha t client. Also, the server may not have to wait for all 
ACKs to return before servicing a request. If all the clock values for all the clients 
are greater than or equal to the requesting clock value a t a time before all ACKs 
have returned to the server, then the request is ready to be serviced immediately 
and the rest of the incoming ACKs are inconsequential.
40
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3.1 A ssum ptions and Param eters
In order to compare various network protocols, a common set of simulation assump­
tions are needed. All the simulation programs developed for this thesis use the 
following assumptions and parameters, unless later specified.
Well-ordered message-passing from any one process to any other process is as­
sumed in all performance evaluation scenarios. The well-ordering of messages is 
assumed for all simulations because both protocols rely upon this assumption.
Messages are not lost, corrupted, or duplicated. Both algorithms also rely upon 
this assumption.
All communication links are assumed to  be the same speed. The network topol­
ogy of these links depends upon the type of subnet system being simulated, and will 
be specified on an individual basis.
Upon the startup  of any one of the protocol simulations, there are four param­
eters tha t the user must set:
1. The number of client nodes in the network.
2 . The value of p.
3. The number of service requests to process per replication.
4. The number of replications of the simulation.
3.2 B roadcast-M edium  System s
A broadcast-medium system has only one message ever in transit simultaneously. 
This suggests th a t broadcast communication is actually synchronous in nature and 
service requests never arrive a t the server incorrectly ordered. This is not necessarily 
the case. Incorrect ordering of events can occur in the following scenario’s.
• If two processes on the same processor both send requests, the network soft­
ware is not guaranteed to transm it those requests in the same order in which 
they were sent by the processes.
• Lost or corrupted message may result in retransmission o f service requests, 
effectively resulting in unordered delivery.
In Chapter 2 a mean-value analysis was presented as found in [12]. Recall tha t 
this analysis assumes tha t only one message is ever in transit simultaneously. This 
assumption allows the mean-value analysis to be simulated using an underlying 
broadcast-medium communication subnet. Specifically, a bus broadcast subnet such 
as an Ethernet, is assumed to  be the underlying subnet.
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Recall th a t the mean-value analysis estimates the size of networks a t which 
the immediate ordered service protocol results in faster message passing (vs. logical 
clocks) for various values of message latency a  and various client-server/client-client 
message ratios p. The mean-value analysis, given its assumptions, hypothesized tha t 
for networks of size
N < N ‘ ( a , p ) =  ^ (2a + ,5l ± l  
“   ^ P+  1
immediate service processes service requests faster than the logical clock protocol. 
Figure 2.5 gave the curves for various values of p which establish upper bounds on 
the number of client nodes for which immediate ordered service spends less time in 
message passing than logical clocks.
In an attem pt to replicate the graph in Figure 2.5 using simulation, two broadcast- 
medium message passing simulations were developed — one for immediate ordered 
service and one for the logical clock protocol. Each of these simulations use GEN­
SIM as a common network base and event handler for all the events occurring in 
the system.
The program Isynch is a logical clock simulation of a broadcast-medium message 
passing system tha t models the system described in the mean-value analysis. This 
program is presented in Appendix C as an example of a discrete-event simulation 
w ritten using GENSIM as a base.
The program esynch is a simulation of the immediate ordered service protocol 
assuming a broadcast-medium message passing system. Esynch is exactly the same 
as Isynch, except for the protocol specific code to implement request vectors instead 
of logical clocks.
Both Isynch and esynch take care to  insure tha t there is never more than one 
message propagating across the network a t any time. Each simulation achieves 
broadcast-medium message passing by never allowing the scheduling of a message 
transmission until the current message in transit has reached its destination.
The above simulations were run for varying values of p and a. Each simulation 
was replicated 1000 times with 50 requests being serviced per run, and these real 
time results were processed to obtain a 95% confidence interval of the difference 
between the two sets of data. If the 95% confidence interval gives a range th a t is 
entirely above zero, assuming we take the difference ( Isynch - esynch), then we are 
95% confident th a t the immediate ordered service protocol will result in less real 
time to  process requests than the logical clock protocol for the given parameters. 
Appendix D contains the program CI95, which is used to calculate all the confidence 
intervals needed for the various network configurations.
Figure 3.1 shows a graph of the results of the simulations for some of the same 
parameters shown in the graph of the mean-value analysis. The points on the graphs 
are the smallest values of N  for which a 95% confidence interval was strictly above 
zero. Hence we are 95% confident tha t the immediate ordered service protocol 
outperforms the logical clock protocol for networks of tha t size.
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Figure 3.1: Simulation of mean-value analysis
Note the similarity between this graph and the graph of the mean-value analysis 
results in Chapter 2. In fact, for virtually every value of p and corresponding a  
tested, the results of the simulation exactly matched the value derived from the 
mean-value analysis. If we look at p = 1.0, for example, the predicted values of 
N * (a , 1 .0 ) versus the values obtained from the simulation are shown in the following 
table.
a N * (a , 1 .0 ) predicted N*(a,  1.0) simulated
1 4 4
50 53 52
1 0 0 103 103
2 0 0 203 2 0 2
300 303 301
400 403 403
This gives us some confidence tha t the mean-value analysis is a good estimator 
for the size of a network in which the immediate ordered protocol outperforms the 
logical clock protocol for a broadcast-medium subnet system.
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3.3 P oin t-to-poin t C om m unication System s
Two separate performance studies are done in the context of an underlying point- 
to-point communication subnet. The network topology used is a fully connected 
system of transmission links.
The first study is done on a very lightly loaded system, where there is hardly ever 
any delay imposed upon messages due to the well-ordered message assumption. As 
the system becomes increasingly loaded, one would expect more and more messages 
to  be delayed behind slower messages traveling to the same node. We will discuss 
the implications of this later in the section.
Two programs, eager and logic, simulate the message passing of a fully connected 
point-to-point communication subnet for the immediate ordered service protocol and 
the logical clock protocol respectively. In order to simulate point-to-point commu­
nication, programs Isynch and esynch were expanded to allow scheduling of the 
sending of another message transmission as soon as a previous message had been 
sent. Since broadcast communication was simulated by sending each message only 
to  its destination (and assuming tha t all other processes discarded the message), no 
other changes needed to be made in order to simulate point-to-point communication. 
Note tha t if the point-to-point network topology was not fully connected, addition 
changes would have to be made in order to implement store-and-forward message 
passing between processes not directly connected in the network.
3 .3 .1  P o in t-to -p o in t  L ig h tly  L oaded  S y stem s
If we assume tha t every client node in the system sends 1 message per second, 
then the system experiences a message every ^  seconds (on average), where N  is 
the number of clients in the system. Note tha t the message intersend distribution 
is assumed to be an exponential distribution for the network configurations being 
simulated. In the case described above, the mean of the exponential distribution 
would be
For networks of reasonable size (N  < 1 0 0 0 ), a system-wide message generation 
rate of N  per second is a fairly lightly loaded system. If we assume a network of 
N  =  500, a  =  0 . 0 0 1  seconds, and (3 =  1250000 bytes/second, an average client-client 
message (512 bytes) under immediate ordered service takes:
a  +  ( ------------* m)  =  0.0030096 seconds
v1250000 '
where message plus vector is m  = (512 + 2 0 0 0 ) =  2512 bytes. This same scenario 
will take:
a  +  ( ------------ * m)  =  0.0014128 seconds
v1250000 '
under the logical clock protocol (m =  (512 +  4) =  516 bytes). Since on average 500 
messages are sent every second, and the above analysis shows message transmission
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times th a t are very close to the intersend rate, there will seldom be many message 
in the system a t any one time.
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Figure 3.2: Point-to-point Communication (Lightly Loaded)
Figure 3.2 shows N* values for various p and a  parameters. As before, 95% 
confidence intervals for the difference between logic and eager were calculated for 
various configurations. We are 95% confident tha t the immediate ordered service 
protocol outperforms the logical clock protocol for networks given by the points on 
the curves in the graphs.
An im portant result of this subsection is the significant performance gain of 
point-to-point communication over broadcast communication for small values of 
p. This performance gain can be attributed to having more than one client-client 
message in transit at once. Specifically, in a point-to-point system, the sending of k 
client-client messages could be done concurrently in the time it would take to send 
1 client-client message in a broadcast system. This additional concurrency reduces 
the amount of client-client message overhead in the system.
3 .3 .2  P o in t-to -p o in t  H e a v ily  L oad ed  S y s te m
If we assume tha t every client node in the system sends 1 0 0  messages per second, 
then the system has an overall message intersend rate of 2^ 1 . This leads to a 
much more heavily loaded system, which should favor the immediate ordered service
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protocol. As the load in the system increases, the logical clock protocol should have 
to wait longer and longer to process requests. This is because more and more ACKs 
will be slowed down by requests coming into the server. Note tha t since we are using 
an optimized version of the logical clock protocol, this phenomenon will not have as 
drastic an effect.
Figure 3.3 shows N*  values for various p and a  parameters given a fully connected 
point-to-point communication subnet and a more heavily loaded system. The 95% 
confidence intervals of the difference between logic and eager were calculated for this 
system. We are again 95% confident tha t the immediate ordered service protocol 
outperforms the logical clock protocol for networks the size of the point on the curves 
in the graphs, the curves in each graph.
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Figure 3.3: Point-to-point Communication (More Heavily Loaded)
The results shown an increase in network size a t which the immediate ordered 
service protocol processes requests faster than the logical clock protocol. This in­
crease is a direct result of a greater network load.
3.4 T he Sparse Vector M ethod
As mentioned in the previous chapter, immediate ordered service may also be imple­
mented using a sparse vector. The sparse vector method sends only those elements
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of the request vector tha t have changed since the previous message between any 
two nodes. It is clear th a t this approach will yield faster message passing verses the 
traditional approach (passing the entire vector) when less than y  elements need to 
be passed (on average). In reality, this protocol is implemented such tha t either a 
sparse vector , or the entire request vector is sent with a message. The method used 
is determined during construction of the message, and is always th a t method which 
results in fewer integers being appended to  the end of the message.
Under the sparse vector method, each client in the system maintains not only the 
msgjcount  vector described in the full vector algorithm, but each node C{ also main­
tains a bit m atrix previousi[O..N][l..N\. A non-zero value previousi[j][k] specifies 
tha t msgj:ounti[k] has changed since a previous message was sent from Ct to Cj. 
In order to implement an algorithm for using the sparse vector da ta  approach, the 
original algorithm must be modified. Below is a modified client protocol for append­
ing a sparse vector to messages as opposed to appending the full msgjcount vector. 
The bold type specifies changes to the original protocol in order to  implement the 
sparse vector approach.
• Initially, Vfc : 1 < k < N  : msgjcounti[k] =  0 .
Vj : 0 <  j  <  N  : (Vfc : i  <  fc <  iV : previousi[j][k] =0).
• To send a message msg from C{ to C j , count all values o f k : l  <  k <  N  
for which previousi[j][k] = l .
1. If the above count is greater than y ,  then issue
send(i, msgjcounti, msg, f l a g  = i ) ,  to y
where f l a g  = i  is a bit flag that tells the receiving process 
that a full vector has been included with the m essage.
2. I f  the count is less than or equal to — then issue sen d(i, p a i r s i, 
Tnsgy f l a g = 0 )  to y, where f l a g = 0  tells the receiving process 
that pa ir s i is a set o f data pairs containing (msg.counti [k],  k ), 
V k : i  <  k <  N  for which previousi[j \[k\ = =  i .
3. R eset values k : i  <  k <  N  for which previousi[j][k] = i .
•  Messages are received by either a client or the server by the construct
receive(hisjmsgjcount, msg) from j ,
where hisjmsgjcount  is a copy of msgjcountj which client Cj appended to 
message msg (or pairs o f data notation). Upon receipt of a message, the 
receiver must update his msgjcounti such that:
V/: : 1 < k < N  : msgjcounti[k] =  
max{msg jcounti[k], hisjmsgjcount[k]).
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and set his p rev iou s i bit map for values:
Vfc : 1 <  k <  N  : hisjmsgjcounti[k] >  m sg  jcounti[k\,
Vj : 0 <  j  <  Npreviousi[j] [k] = i.
•  To send a request message msg to the server S:
— increment msg jcounti[i]
— append msgjcounti to message ( or pa ir s i ) and send(£, msgjcounti 
(or p a i r s i), m sg,  f l a g ) to S.
Program  etuple is a variation of the broadcast-medium subnet simulation for 
immediate ordered service. Etuple uses the sparse vector method to pass needed 
request information. This program uses the protocol discussed above to implement 
the sparse vector method. All other aspects of the program are the same as the 
original broadcast-medium simulation esynch.
The sparse vector approach adds additional space requirements a t each client Cz 
to maintain the bit map previousi[][]. If the sparse vector method results in increased 
performance “wins” for immediate ordered service, then we have the classic speed vs. 
space tradeoff. If this approach does not result in a significant speedup of message 
transmissions, then it may not be worth the additional space to  maintain it.
3 .4 .1  S p arse  V ecto r  vs. Full V ecto r
As mentioned previously there are several approaches to passing along request in­
formation needed for the immediate ordered service protocol:
1 . Passing the entire request vector with every message (full vector approach).
2 . Passing only those values of the vector (with node numbers) tha t have changed 
since the previous message between any two nodes (original sparse vector 
approach).
3. Combining the above approaches and determining on a message by message 
basis which one to use (optimized sparse vector approach).
Since option three can easily be implemented with an additional overhead of 
only 1 bit per message (for f lag),  this method is used when simulating the sparse 
vector approach. It is obvious that the worst case performance of this sparse vector 
approach is no worse than the performance of the full vector approach. This is true 
because the sparse vector approach reverts to the full vector approach if greater 
than y  integers must be passed with a message. Thus by definition, for a broadcast- 
medium system, the worst case of the sparse vector method yields the performance 
given in the mean-value analysis. Hence, we are interested in comparing the average 
case performance of the sparse vector method versus the full vector approach.
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The first set of simulations using the sparse vector program etuple ran for 1 
replication, but with the number of service requests set so tha t approximately 1 0 0 0 0 0  
messages were passed per replication. The program etuple was modified slightly so 
tha t the average number of integers passed (using the sparse vector method) was 
calculated. This simulation was run for various values of p with a constant a  value 
equal to one. Subsequent analysis has determined tha t a change in a  does not alter 
the results of the simulations. Figure 3.4 shows the results of the above simulations 
assuming an arbitrary a.
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Figure 3.4: Average Number of Integers vs. Network Size
Initially for all p values tested (0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0), the number of integer 
values tha t needed to  be passed to implement the sparse vector method increased 
steadily. For some p’s, after an initial climb the number of integers tha t had to be 
passed with each message began to decrease.
The implications of locality of communication are discussed in the immediate 
ordered service paper [12]. Specifically if a client only communicates with a set of 
77 nodes, then 2rj is appended to every message instead of N .  This changes the 
“immediate service wins” criterion for the mean value analysis to
a,-*/ \ pi.2^ * 4- 5) 4- 12r) < N  (a, p) =  ^ -----
P 4-1
Using the above equation for locality of communication in a broadcast-medium 
subnet, three cases of p: p =  0 , p — 0 0 , and p — 1 .0  are examined:
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1. As the value of p approaches 0, there are virtually no service requests gener­
ated. Since the number of data  pairs tha t must be sent with a given message 
is correlated to the number of service request messages sent in the system, 
Tf become 0 as p approaches 0. If we use the mean value analysis and these 
parameters, we get:
2(U = 0) < N ' ( a , (p  = 0)) = ~ .
which simplifies to
0 < 1,
at which the immediate ordered service protocol never loses.
2. As the value of p approaches oo, there are virtually no client-client messages 
generated. Thus there is no communication between clients, and the number 
of pairs 77 to  send with each message approaches 0 . If we simplify the mean 
value analysis based upon this limiting case we get
«/ / xn (p = oo)(2a +  5) +  1
2(77 =  0) < N * (a ,(p  =  0 0 )) =  ~  7 r - T ~  >(p -  0 0 ) -f 1
which simplifies to
0 ^  2a -|- 5,
which is always true for non-negative a ’s. Thus the immediate ordered service 
protocol never loses here either.
3. As the value of p approaches 1.0, there is one client-client message for every 
request message. Since it is not easy to predict the effect this will have upon 
77, we solve the mean-value analysis without speculating as to the size of 77:
ht*/ / w ip = 1.0)(2a -)- 5) -f* 1N-(a,(p:= 1.0)) =
which simplifies to
277 5  ^ a  -|- 3,
which is sometimes true and sometimes false — depending upon the sizes of 
77 and a . Since we cannot analytically determine 77, simulation is needed to 
estim ate the amount of locality present. Thus for p ’s between p — 0  and 
p — 0 0 , simulation is needed to  estim ate 77.
In order to understand the relationship between values of p and 77, Figure 3.4 is 
transformed into a plot of p vs. 77. Figure 3.5 contains these plots.
The results in Figure 3.5 shows tha t the worst performance for the sparse vector 
method occurs for values of p close to 0.1. Thus a broadcast-medium based dis­
tributed application with a larger percentage of service requests (p very large), such 
as a printer server, can expected increased performance if the immediate ordered
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Figure 3.5: 77 vs. p for various network sizes
service protocol (and a sparse vector ) is used. Likewise, a very CPU intensive dis­
tributed application with a lot of client-client message passing (p very small) also 
exhibits increased performance.
An interesting note about the above graphs is tha t as N  grows in size, the highest 
77 value moves further and further from the worst case value of Thus increases 
in network size tend to increase the percentage of locality exhibited in the system.
3 .4 .2  U s in g  a S p arse V ecto r  for B ro a d ca st C o m m u n ica tio n
The program etuple simulates the immediate ordered service protocol assuming that 
the sparse vector method is used, and all communication is via a broadcast-medium. 
The program was run for 1 0 0 0  replications, processing approximately 1 0 0 0 0 0  mes­
sages for each replication. The individual replication time results were subtracted 
from corresponding timing results calculated for the logical clock simulation pro­
gram Isynch (assuming the exact same param eters), and a 95% confidence interval 
of the difference was calculated.
Figure 3.6 shows the actual simulation results for the case of p =  0 .1 . Also shown
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Figure 3.6: Sparse Vectors in a Broadcast System (approx. worst case)
is the corresponding full vector mean-value simulation curve estimated during the 
original broadcast-medium system simulations. The results in Figure 3.6 shows 
th a t the sparse vector approach results in a performance gain over the full vector 
approach for p = 0 .1 .
A p =  0 . 1  was chosen for this study because it represents an approximate worst 
case gain when switching from the full vector approach to the sparse vector approach. 
Thus we estim ate th a t most values of p will do significantly better than p =  0.1. As 
an example of this, Figure 3.7 shows the simulation results for p =  10.0. As claimed, 
p =  1 0 . 0  results in substantially greater network sizes for which the immediate 
ordered service protocol achieves faster processing of requests.
3 .4 .3  U s in g  S p arse  V ectors for P o in t-to -p o in t  S y s te m s
The program eptup is the sparse vector version of the immediate ordered service 
point-to-point simulation eager. The program was run for 1000 replications process­
ing 1 0 0 0 0 0  messages for each replication. A system message intersend rate of N  
messages per second is used.
As done in the broadcast communication study, a 95% confidence interval of the 
difference between message passing times of eptup and the point-to-point commu­
nication simulation for the logical clock protocol (logic) is calculated. Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.7: Sparse Vectors in a Broadcast System (larger p value)
shows the actual simulation results for the case of p =  0.1. Also shown in the graph 
is the corresponding full vector results for p =  0.1.
Figure 3.8 shows the sparse vector approach outperforming the full vectored 
approach as expected. Again, p = 0.1 was used for this study because it results in the 
least amount of locality as compared to all other p’s tested. Thus we would expect 
p’s far removed from p =  0.1 to exhibit even larger performance gains. In order 
to  test this claim, the same network configurations were run with a p = 10.0. The 
table below shows the results for this case study. Note tha t p =  10.0, as expected, 
results in larger performance gains for the immediate ordered service protocol. Also 
note th a t as a  increases, the locality of communication becomes so dominant that 
the immediate ordered service protocol never loses again. This result displays the 
phenomena predicted in the p = 0 . . .  p = oo analysis done previously.
a Full Vector (p =  10) Sparse Vector (p =  10)
2 6 38
50 100 oo
100 250 00
200 435 oo
300 581 oo
Locality of communica tion has already been discussed in the context of the sparse
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Figure 3.8: Sparse Vector Method in a Point-to-point System
vector method. This section examines true locality, in tha t each node in the network 
is virtually connected to a subset of the N  nodes in the network.
D efin itio n  3.1 A  cluster is a set o f nodes in a network which communicate only 
with each other and the server.
We interpret locality of communication to mean tha t each node belongs to one 
cluster in the network and the identity of each cluster is static. In a real system 
clusters may be more dynamic in nature, constantly changing in size. For ease of 
analysis, only static sized clusters are discussed. Figure 3.9 shows an example of a 
network which contains three static clusters.
The mean-value analysis discussed in Chapter 1 may be used to estimate the 
performance gains associated with a given level of locality. If we assume tha t each 
node only communicates with its own cluster, and the average cluster size is rj, then 
as previously discussed:
2t} < N*(a, p) =
p(2a +  5) + 1 
p + 1 .
If we define
rj =  SN
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Figure 3.9: Example of a Three Cluster Network
where 0 < 6 < 1.0, then the above equation can be solved for N  as:
p(2a +  5) +  1
N  < N *(a ,p )  =
Thus the original mean-value equation has been multiplied by We may rewrite
this multiplier as:
N  1 
N * W 6 )
which is equal to
N
V
Thus locality of communication results in performance “wins” a t ^  times the 
network size predicted in the original mean-value equation. If we now assume not 
only locality of communication due to cluster size but also due to the use of the 
sparse vector method, even larger performance gains are expected.
Figure 3.10 displays the worst case estimates of network sizes for p =  0.1 and 
various cluster sizes (expressed as a fraction of N) .  The following sections will 
a ttem pt to verify these results for a broadcast-medium system.
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Figure 3.10: Performance Estimates of Locality (Worst Case)
3 .4 .4  L o c a l i ty  in  B r o a d c a s t  S y s te m s
To implement and simulate locality, no further simulations need to be written. Re­
call th a t in the original broadcast-medium simulation programs, Isynch and esynch, 
the command line argument - t  f ile l allows the user to specify a transition m atrix 
which determines the probability of each node sending a message to every other 
node. In all the simulations thus far, this argument has been ignored, and the 
default value (equilikely probability with all clients) has been used. In order to 
simulate locality of communication, this argument must be altered such tha t the 
transition m atrix allows no communication between individual static clusters. Pro­
gram matrix, which resides in Appendix E, is a utility which generates transition 
matrices with specified locality. The program prompts the user for the number of 
nodes, the value of p, and the percentage of nodes per cluster. The program writes 
the calculated transition m atrix into a file, which may then be used by any of the 
simulation programs via the - t command line argument. Matrix generates transi­
tion matrices using a Poisson distribution. The analysis done in the previous section 
claims th a t the immediate ordered service protocol will “win” for networks at least 
^  times larger when assuming tha t each client only communications with rj other 
clients (instead of N ).  As discussed previously, the immediate ordered service pro­
tocol may “win” for even larger networks since the sparse vector approach exploits 
locality even within the rj sized clusters. In order to verify this analysis, we can
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compare the broadcast-medium sparse vector immediate ordered service simulation 
etuple, and the broadcast-medium logical clock simulation Isynch. The real-time
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Figure 3.11: Simulation Results for Locality (Sparse Vector)
message passing results of etuple and Isynch are compared the same way the original 
broadcast systems were compared . . .  using 1000 replications and a 95% confidence 
interval to estim ate the break even network sizes for the given parameters. In order 
to  insure th a t in the long run the transition m atrix approximates rj sized clusters, 
each replication was done with a new transition matrix. After 1000 replication, 
every client was in a cluster approximately rj in size. As in all the sparse vector 
simulations, approximately 100000 messages were passed per replication.
Figure 3.11 shows the results of the above simulation runs for p =  0.1 and various 
locality cluster sizes.
These results show a significant gain not only over the original full vectored 
approach, but also over the worst case for locality. Thus the exploitation of locality 
of communication yields the largest performance “wins” for the immediate ordered 
service protocol.
C hapter 4
C on clu d in g  R em ark s
In C hapter 1, five objectives were set for this thesis.
• Design a general network simulator (GENSIM).
• Design discrete-event simulations of both the logical clock protocol and the 
immediate ordered service protocol. .
• G ather statistical data, via simulation, to compare the real time processing of 
messages in the above two protocols.
• Explore locality of communication and its effects upon the performance of the 
protocols.
• Derive conclusions regarding these two protocols.
The first four objectives have been attained during the previous two chapters. 
C hapter 2 discussed the development of GENSIM, and the overall design of the 
discrete-event simulations used to  simulate the protocols. Chapter 3 presented a 
simulation-based performance evaluation of the protocols. This chapter will present 
some overall conclusions formulated during these studies.
4.1 Traditional A sym p totic  Perform ance A nalysis
The “traditional” approach to determining the performance of many distributed 
protocols is by counting the messages (or bits) sent by the protocols in a worst case 
scenario. In order to compare the logical clock protocol to the immediate ordered 
service protocol using this approach let 5  be the number of service request messages 
generated by a given distributed application, and C  be the number of client-client 
messages generated by this same application.
Counting integers transm itted to support the protocols, one obtains the following 
results:
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1. In the logical clock protocol, each message includes an overhead of one integer. 
Thus 0 ( 5  +  C) integers must be transm itted to support logical clocks.
2. In the immediate ordered service protocol, each message includes a vector of 
N  integers. This results in the transmission of iV(5-f C) integers. In the worst 
case, the sparse vector approach requires 0 (iV (5  +  C )) integers also, since the 
worst case assumption implies a total lack of locality.
In this analysis, there is no question tha t the immediate ordered service protocol 
results in “more overhead” than the logical clock protocol. But worst case message 
counting results in a very pessimistic estimate of network load and the amount of 
processor work imposed by a protocol. This type of analysis is useful if network 
capacity is the overriding concern. If we assume the network has sufficient capacity, 
then average response time becomes the appropriate performance metric.
Analyzing average response time is not as easy as determining worst case mes­
sage overhead. Queueing theory provides no help when dealing with deterministic 
interactions between processors. Thus simulation is needed to estimate average re­
sponse times. The following section draws conclusions for the average response time 
simulations done in Chapter 3 for the logical clock and immediate ordered service 
protocols.
4.2 A verage Case A nalysis using Sim ulation
4 .2 .1  B ro a d ca st-M ed iu m  S y stem s
The first study was done in the context of a broadcast-medium system. Many 
local area networks (LAN’s) are based upon this type of communication medium. 
The most notable of these is probably the Ethernet. Thus, verifying the results of 
the mean-value analysis in this context has pragmatic implications for distributed 
systems operating on LAN’s.
The mean-value analysis, as it turns out, gives a good approximation of the worst 
case performance gain due to implementing the immediate ordered service protocol 
instead of the logical clock protocol. The following table compares the maximum 
size of networks for which the immediate ordered service protocol is superior to the 
logical clock protocol. All of these results are from the broadcast-medium system 
simulations done in Chapter 3. A p of 0.1 was used to obtain these results.
a 50 100 200 300
full vector 10 19 37 55
sparse vector 14 23 43 65
locality (25%) 25 47 86 136
locality (10%) 62 118 237 343
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As noted during the performance studies, p =  0.1 gained the least (as compared 
to other p ’s tested) when using the sparse vector optimization. Thus networks 
which exhibit a p much larger or much smaller than 0.1 resulted in even greater 
performance gains over the logical clock protocol.
Performance studies on real systems in [3], [4], and [17] show tha t for current 
processors, operating systems, and network technologies, an a  of 1000 would not be 
uncommon. Since the immediate ordered service protocol has better performance 
(relative to logical clocks) for increasingly larger values of a , our results (using a ’s 
smaller than 1000) could be considered conservative. Due to  the fact tha t raw 
network speeds are increasing faster than CPU speeds, we contend tha t the value 
of a  will likely continue to rise in the future. Hence an a  value less than 1000 will 
become more and more conservative.
If we accept the mean-value analysis, the above observation about an actual 
Ethernet system would imply th a t the immediate ordered service protocol would 
result in better response than the logical clock protocol for networks of size 1003 
nodes for a p value of 1.0 (i.e., N*  (1000,1.0) =  1003). If p is 0.1 then immediate 
ordered service still outperforms logical clocks for networks of size iV*(1000,0.1) = 
183. If locality of communication leads to (large) communication clusters of 100 
nodes, then the immediate ordered service protocol is superior for networks of size 
iV*(1000,0.1) =  915.
4 .2 .2  P o in t-to -p o in t  S y s te m s
Since a point-to-point network is harder to analyze mathematically, only simulation 
was used to  estimate protocol performance in this realm.
Much like the broadcast-medium results given in the previous section, the full 
vector immediate ordered service protocol (using a point-to-point subnet) results 
in the least performance gain as compared to the logical clock protocol. As in the 
broadcast system, however, the full vector immediate ordered service protocol still 
provides good response times even for fairly large networks.
The following table compares the maximum size of networks for which the im­
m ediate service protocol is superior to the logical clock protocol. All of these results 
are from the point-to-point systems simulations done in Chapter 3. A p of 0.1 was 
used to obtain these results.
a 50 100 200 300
full vector (light load) 54 225 400 560
full vector (heavy load) 60 235 405 564
sparse vector 142 302 497 672
A comparison of the above table and the broadcast system’s table given in the 
previous section shows the performance gain exhibited by point-to-point systems as 
compared to broadcast-medium systems. This gain is far greater for small values of
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p and can be attribu ted  to the decrease in client-client overhead as discussed in the 
previous chapter.
For param eters a  =  100, p =  0.1 and a broadcast-medium network, our simula­
tions show th a t immediate ordered service defeats logical clocks for networks of at 
least 19. W hen point-to-point communication is used, the immediate ordered ser­
vice protocol with a lightly loaded network outperforms the logical clock protocol 
for networks of size 225. For a heavily loaded system, immediate ordered service 
is superior for up to 235 nodes. If we increase the value of p to 10 (thus favor­
ing immediate service) and use a broadcast-medium system, the immediate ordered 
service protocol defeats the logical clock protocol for networks of size 186. When 
a lightly loaded point-to-point communication system is assumed, the immediate 
ordered service protocol wins for networks of size 250. A heavily loaded system 
increases the performance gain to network sizes up to 261 clients.
4.3 F inal N otes
The comparison studies done in this thesis suggest tha t for a wide variety of net­
work sizes and parameters, the immediate ordered service protocol processes service 
requests a t a faster rate than the logical clock protocol.
As expected, our simulations reveal tha t the full vector approach yields increased 
performance gains as the values of a , p, and the amount of locality increase. Not 
so expected were the results of the sparse vector simulations. When the immediate 
ordered service protocol utilized the sparse vector optimization, increased perfor­
mance gains were exhibited for increased values of a  and the amount of locality. 
The performance gains associated with various values of p did not strictly increase 
as p increased. For very small and very large values of p (approaching zero or ap­
proaching oo) the immediate ordered service protocol never loses when compared to 
the logical clock protocol. For increasing intermediate values of p, the performance 
gains initially decrease until p approaches 0.1. After this point the performance gains 
increase. This phenomenon was explained in Chapter 3 as the result of increasing 
locality of communication as the value of p moves towards 0 or oo.
This thesis has also suggested tha t average response time measurements are not 
well correlated with worst case message counting. In the absense of network capacity 
limitations, average response time becomes the preferred metric. Using this metric, 
the immediate ordered service protocol overcomes its additional message overhead 
to result in faster processing of messages for various network configurations.
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/  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * 4c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* This program simulates an Alternating-bit Protocol */ 
/* using the GENSIM network package. */
/******************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include "gennet.h" /* prototyping of GENSIM funcs */
struct packet {
float time_position; /* message length and time slot */
int sender; /* sender of message */
int receiver; /* receiver of message */
int *buffer; /* protocol stuff */
struct packet *next; /* pointer to next struct */
struct packet *prev; /* pointer to previous struct */
>;
struct packet *pointerl, *pointer2;
int packet_no =0; /* # packets that've been sent */
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0
main() {
int order = 0, type; 
float alpha = 0.001; 
float **beta;
float packet_size = 120.0; 
float message; 
double fail;
int done = FALSE, error = TRUE; 
double time = 0.0; 
int senderbit = 0, receiverbit = 
int totaltimeouts = 0;
/* unorder msg */ 
/* msg overhead */ 
/* line speed */ 
/* packets */
/* total msg */ 
/* '/, msg failure*/ 
/* sim flags */ 
/* sys time */ 
/* alter, bits */ 
/* count timeout*/
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beta = (float **) calloc(2,sizeof(float *)); 
betaCO] = (float *) calloc(2,sizeof(float)); 
beta[l] = (float *) calloc(2,sizeof(float));
betaCO][0] = 1000000.0; beta[0] [1] = 1000000.0; 
beta[l] [0] = 1000000.0; betaCl] [1] = 1000000.0;
Put_seed(12345);
Plant_seeds();
printf ("Enter msg size"); scanf ("'/.f\n" .message) ; 
printf ("Enter failures"); scanf ("'/,lf\n",fail) ;
init_network(alpha, order, beta, fail); /* init GENSIM */
do {
if (message <= 120.0) /* last packet */
done = TRUE; 
else
message -= 120.0;
packet_no++; /* packets sent * /
send_packet(senderbit); /* send packet * /
send_timeout(time,&totaltimeouts); /* send timeout * /
error = TRUE; /* process until*/
while(error) { /* ACK back */
pointerl = (struct packet *) recv_msg(type); 
time s current_time();
switch (type) { /* msg or proto */
case 0: switch (pointerl->buffer[l]) {
case 0: process_ack(&error,senderbit); 
break;
case 1: process_msg(&receiverbit); 
break;
>
break;
case 1:
process_timeout(senderbit,time,fttotaltimeouts); 
break;
>
>
while (Idone); /* end message */
time = stop_network(); /* stop network */
printf ("Time to process message = '/,lf seconds\n", time);
>
/*****************************************************/
/* Function send_packet allocates and sends a packet */
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/♦ unless the packet is destined to get lost. ♦/
/*****************************************************/
s end.packet(sbit) 
int sbit;
pointerl=(struct packet *)malloc(sizeof(struct packet)); 
pointerl->buffer = (int ♦ ) calloc(3,sizeof(int));
pointerl->time_position = 120.0; /♦ packet length ♦/
pointerl->sender =0; /♦ sender is H0ST1 ♦/
pointerl->receiver =1; /♦ receiver is H0ST2 ♦/
pointerl->buffer[0] = sbit; /♦ send alter bit ♦/
pointerl->buffer[l] =1; /♦ this is a message ♦/
pointerl->buffer[2] = packet.no; /♦ data of packet ♦/ 
xmit.msg(pointerl);
>
/ *  Function send.timeout sets an alarm timeout */
/ *  for the message just sent. */
/***********************************************/
send.timeout(time,ttimeout) 
double time; 
int *ttimeout;
pointer2 = (struct packet *)
malloc(sizeof(struct packet));
pointer2->buffer = (int *) calloc(3,sizeof(int)); 
pointer2->time_position = time + 0.0021211; /*timeout*/
pointer2->sender = 0; /♦ send timeout to ♦/
pointer2->receiver = 0; /♦ yourself ♦/
pointer2->buffer[0] = -l; /♦ bit invalid ♦/
pointer2->buffer[1] = i; /♦ timeout event ♦/
pointer2->buffer[2] = -l /♦no real data ♦/
proto_event(pointer2);
(♦ttimeout)++; /♦ # of timeouts ♦/
>
/* Function process.msg will send back an ACK */ 
/ *  for packet it received, and switch bit if * /  
/ *  alternating bit is correct. */
/I**********************************************/
proc e s s.ms g(rbit) 
int *rbit;
{
struct packet *pointer;
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if (pointerl->buffer[0] == *rbit) { /* data arrives */
printf (M'/d ",pointerl->buffer[2] );
♦rbit = (*rbit ==0) ? 1 : 0;
pointer = (struct packet *) malloc(sizeof(struct packet)); 
pointer->buffer = (int *) calloc(3,sizeof(int));
pointer->time_position = 1.0; /♦ 1 byte ACK */
pointer->sender = 1; /♦ H0ST2 ♦/
pointer->receiver = 0; /♦ H0ST1 */
pointer->buffer[0] = *rbit; /♦ alter bit * /
po int er->buf f er[1] = 0; /♦ ACK msg * /
pointer->buffer[2] = -l;
xmit_msg(pointer);
>
/***************************************************/
/* Function process.ack allows H0ST1 to process an */ 
/* acknowledgement when it arrives. */
/***************************************************/
process_ack(error,sbit) 
int *error, sbit;
•C
♦error = FALSE; /* next packet */
>
/  4c *  %  *  4c 4c *  41 *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  ★  *  *  *  *  *  *  #  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  /
/* Function process_timeout processes timeouts for */ 
/* H0ST1. */
/***************************************************/
process_timeout(sbit,time,ttime) 
int sbit; 
double time; 
int *ttime;
•C
if ((*ttime)—  < 2) { /* If ok to process */
send.packet(sbit); 
send.timeout(time,ttime);
>
>
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/***********************************************************************/
/ *  * /
/* gensim.c is a generic network simulator. A specific protocol calls */
/* these functions to: */
/ *  * /
/* 1) Transmit a message : xmit_msg() */
/* 2) Receive a message : recv_msg(pointer) */
/* 4) Initialize network : init_network() */
/* 5) Proto messages : proto_event() */
/* 6) System time : current_time() * /
/ *  7) Stop network : stop_network() */
/ *  8) Print queue : print_queue() */
/ *  * /
/  *  *  4c 3|e 4c*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  /
#include <stdio.h>
#include "distrib.h"
#define NIL 0
/ *  make all GENSIM variables private * /
stati
stati
stati
stati
stati
double Alpha; /* msg overhead */
double Finishing_time; / *  end time
static
double System_time; 
int order.flag; 
float **l_speed; 
double failure;
/* sim clock 
/* order flag 
/* line speeds 
/* '/, of fails
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
double check_network(); 
double xmit_msg(); 
char *recv_msg(); 
double current_time();
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double stop_network();
/* next_queue is a generic message structure */
static struct next_queue
•C
double next_trans;
int node;
int receiver;
int *buffer;
struct next_queue *ptrnext;
struct next_queue *ptrprev;
/ *  protocol specific stuff 
/* pointer to next struct 
/* pointer to prev struct
/* time of transmission 
/* sending node 
/* receiving node
* /
* /
* /
* /
*/
* /
/* set up pointers to front, end and */ 
/ *  median of both event queues */
static struct next_queue *ptrheadl = NIL, *ptrtaill; 
static struct next_queue *ptrhead2 = NIL, *ptrtail2; 
static struct next_queue *ptrmedianl, *ptrmedian2;
static int keep_trackl = 0,*keep_track2 =0; / *  track medians */
/***********************************♦******/
/* print_queue will print scheduled event */
int print_queue()
•C
struct next_queue *ptrtempl; 
struct next_queue *ptrtemp2; 
struct next_queue *ptrplace; 
int flag; 
int x;
ptrtempl = ptrheadl; 
ptrtemp2 = ptrhead2;
printf("THE CURRENT EVENT LIST\n");
/* check each list for end and compare times */
/* to get proper order */
while (1) { 
flag =0;
if ((ptrheadl == NIL) && (ptrhead2 == NIL)) /* done searching */ 
return(O);
else if (ptrheadl == NIL) {  / *  message list done * /
ptrplace = ptrhead2; 
ptrhead2 = ptrhead2->ptrnext;
> else if (ptrhead2 == NIL) { /* event list done */
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flag = 1;
ptrplace = ptrheadl; 
ptrheadl = ptrheadl->ptrnext;
> else if (ptrheadl->next_trans <= ptrhead2->next_trans) 
f lag  = 1;
ptrplace = ptrheadl; 
ptrheadl = ptrheadl->ptraext;
> else { /* event < message */
ptrplace = ptrhead2;
ptrhead2 = ptrhead2->ptmext;
>
printf ("System Time = y.lf send node = */t& receive node = %d ",
ptrplace->next_trans,ptrplace->node,ptrplace->receiver); 
if (flag)
printf("(message)\n"); 
else
printf("(sys event)\n");
>
>
/*****************************************************************/
/* proto_event allows a protocol to place general purpose events */
/* on the event queue so the protocol can be notified when a */
/ *  particular time has arrived. * /
/*****************************************************************/
proto_event(ptr) 
char *ptr;
struct next_queue *ptrtemp; 
struct next_queue *ptrmove;
ptrtemp = (struct next_queue *) ptr; /* typecast message */ 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL;
ptrtemp->next_trcOis = ptrtemp->next_trans + System_time;
if (ptrhead2 == NIL) { /* if list is empty */
ptrhead2 = ptrtemp; 
ptrtail2 = ptrtemp; 
ptrmedian2 = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp = NIL; 
return(O);
>
if (ptrtemp->next_trans >= ptrmedieui2->next_trans){ /* start back */ 
ptrmove = ptrtail2;
while (ptrtemp->next_trans < ptrmove->next_trains) /* find pos. */ 
ptrmove = ptrmove->ptrprev; 
if (ptrmove == ptrtail2) I /* if at end */
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ptrmove->ptrnext = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove; 
ptrtail2 = ptrtemp;
>
else { /* if in middle*/
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove->ptrnext; 
ptrmove->ptrnext->ptrprev = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrnext = ptrtemp;
>
if (++keep_track2 > 1) { /* update median */
ptrmedian2 = ptrmedian2->ptrnext; 
keep_track2 = 0;
>
>
else { /* start at front */
ptrmove = ptrhead2;
while (ptrtemp->next_trans >= ptrmove->next_trans)/* find position */ 
ptrmove = ptrmove->ptrnext;
if (ptrmove == ptrhead2) { /* if empty */
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrprev = ptrtemp; 
ptrhead2 = ptrtemp;
>
else I  /* if middle */
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove->ptrprev; 
ptrmove->ptrprev->ptrnext = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrprev = ptrtemp;
>
if (— keep_track2 < -1) { /* update median */
ptrmedian2 = ptrmedizui2->ptrprev; 
keep_track2 = 0;
>
>
ptrtemp = NIL;
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
/* xmit.msg places a message in the event queue corresponding */ 
/* to the transmission time of the message */
/***********%**************************************************/
double xmit_msg(ptr) 
char *ptr;
struct next_queue *ptrtemp; 
struct next_queue *ptrmove; 
double message_length, trems.time; 
double new_starter;
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if (failure > 0.0) /*
Select_stream(255); 
if (RandomO < failure) /* 
return(O); /*
>
if lost message are possible */
generate a chance of failure */ 
trash message */
ptrtemp = (struct next_queue *) ptr; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL;
/* calculate message arrival based upon */ 
/* network characteristics */
message.length = ptrtemp->next_trans; 
ptrtemp->next_trans = System_time +
(Alpha + (message_length *
(1.0 / (double) 
l_speed[ptrtemp->node][ptrtemp->receiver])));
if (ptrtemp->next_trans > Finishing_time) 
Finishing_time = ptrtemp->next_trans;
if (ptrheadl == NIL) { /* if list is empty */
ptrheadl = ptrtemp; 
ptrtaill = ptrtemp; 
ptrmedianl = ptrtemp;
return((ptrtemp->next_trans) - System_time);
if (order_flag) /* if well-ordered message is assumed */
if (new_starter=check_network(ptrtemp)) /* slow message? */ 
ptrtemp->next_trans = new_starter + 0.000001;
/* determine where in linked list current message goes * /
if (ptrtemp->next_trans >= ptrmedianl->next_trans){ /* start back */
ptrmove = ptrtaill;
while (ptrtemp->next_trans < ptrmove->next_trans) 
ptrmove = ptrmove->ptrprev; 
if (ptrmove == ptrtaill) { / *  if at end */
ptrmove->ptrnext = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove; 
ptrtaill = ptrtemp;
>
else { /* if in middle*/
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove->ptrnext; 
ptrmove->ptrnext->ptrprev = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrnext = ptrtemp;
>
if (++keep_trackl > 1) { /* update median*/
ptrmedianl = ptrmedianl->ptrnext;
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keep_trackl = 0;
>
>
else { /* start front */
ptrmove = ptrheadl;
while (ptrtemp->next_trans >= ptrmove->next_trans) 
ptrmove = ptrmove->ptrnext;
if (ptrmove == ptrheadl) { /* if beginning */
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrprev = ptrtemp; 
ptrheadl = ptrtemp;
>
else { /* if in middle */
ptrtemp->ptrprev = ptrmove->ptrprev; 
ptrmove->ptrprev->ptrnext = ptrtemp; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = ptrmove; 
ptrmove->ptrprev = ptrtemp;
>
if (— keep_trackl < -1) { /* update median*/
ptrmedianl = ptrmedianl->ptrprev; 
keep_trackl = 0;
>
>
return((ptrtemp->next_trans) - System_time);
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* recv_msgs removes a message from the event queue */
/* and returns a ptr to the next message to be processed */
/*#*******************************************************/
char* recv_msg(type) 
int *type;
struct next_queue *ptrtmp;
if ((ptrheadl == NIL) k k  (ptrhead2 == NIL)){ /* if both empty */
♦type = -1;
return((char *) ptrheadl);
> else if (ptrheadl == NIL) { /* if message list is empty */
if (++keep_track2 > 1) { /* check median */
ptrmedian2 = ptrmedian2->ptrnext; 
keep_track2 = 0;
>
ptrtmp = ptrhead2;
System_time = ptrtmp->next_trans; 
ptrhead2 = ptrhead2->ptmext; 
ptrtmp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtmp->ptrprev = NIL;
♦type = 1;
return((char *) ptrtmp); /* return next event */
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> else if (ptrhead2 == NIL) { /♦ if event list is empty ♦/
i f  (++keep_trackl > 1) { /♦ check median ♦/
ptrmedianl = ptrmedianl->ptrnext; 
keep_trackl = 0;
>
ptrtmp = ptrheadl;
System_time = ptrtmp->next_trans; 
ptrheadl = ptrheadl->ptrnext; 
ptrtmp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtmp->ptrprev = NIL;
♦type = 0;
return((char ♦ ) ptrtmp); /♦ return message ♦/
> else if (ptrheadl->next_trans <= ptrhead2->next_trans) {
if (++keep_trackl > 1) { /♦ check median ♦/
ptrmedianl = ptrmedianl->ptrnext; 
keep_trackl = 0;
>
ptrtmp = ptrheadl;
System_time -  ptrtmp->next_trans; 
ptrheadl = ptrheadl->ptmext; 
ptrtmp->ptrprev = NIL; 
ptrtmp->ptrnext = NIL;
♦type =0;
return((char ♦) ptrtmp); /♦ return message from list ♦/
> else { /♦ event < msg ♦/
if C++keep_track2 > 1) { /♦ check median ♦/
ptrmedian2 = ptrmedian2->ptrnext; 
keep_track2 - 0;
>
ptrtmp = ptrhead2;
System_time = ptrtmp->next_trans; 
ptrhead2 = ptrhead2->ptrnext; 
ptrtmp->ptrprev = NIL; 
ptrtmp->ptrnext = NIL;
♦type = 1;
return((char ♦) ptrtmp); /♦ return event from list ♦/
}
>
/*********************************************************/
/♦ check_network insures that if a node sends a message ♦/
/♦ to a particular receiver, the message does not get to ♦/
/♦ the receiver BEFORE any other message already sent by ♦/
/♦ the node to this receiver. ♦/
/*********************************************************/
double check_network(ptrtemp) 
struct next.queue +ptrtemp;
struct next_queue ♦pointl; 
struct next_queue +point2;
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int flagl;
double behind = 0.0;
flagl =0; 
pointl = ptrheadl;
while (pointl != NIL) / *  check for out of order messages */
if ((pointl->node == ptrtemp->node) &&
(pointl->receiver == ptrtemp->receiver))
flagl =1; /* found a message that follows * /
point2 = pointl;
>
pointl = pointl->ptrnext;
>
if (flagl == 1) { /* fix to arrive behind last message */ 
if (point2->next_trans < ptrtemp->next_trans) 
behind = 0.0; 
else
behind = point2->next_trans;
>
else behind = 0.0; 
return(behind);
>
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* init.network receives network characteristics */
/* so the gensim network can calculate transmission */
/* time given message length and also keep pointers */
/* to the nodes in the queue */
/****************************************************/
init_network(a, flag, speed, fail)
double a;
int flag;
float **speed;
double fail;
Alpha = a; /* msg overhead */
System_time = 0.0; /* init clock */
Finishing_time = 0.0; /* init end */
order_flag = flag; / *  order flag */
l_speed = speed; /* speeds */
failure = fail; / * '/, failure */
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * /  
/* stop_network deallocates space and resets variables * /  
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
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double stop_network()
if (ptrheadl != NIL) {. / *  clear out message list */
while (ptrheadl->ptrnext != NIL) { 
ptrheadl = ptrheadl->ptmext; 
free(ptrheadl->ptrprev);
>
free(ptrheadl);
>
ptrheadl = NIL;
if (ptrhead2 != NIL) { /* clear out event list */
while (ptrhead2->ptrnext != NIL) { 
ptrhead2 = ptrhead2->ptrnext; 
free(ptrhead2->ptrprev);
>
free(ptrhead2);
>
ptrhead2 = NIL;
keep_trackl = 0; 
keep_track2 = 0; 
return(Finishing_time);
/ *  clear median count * /  
/* clear median count */ 
/* return last event */
/it**************************************/
/ *  current_time return simulation time */ 
/***************************************/
double current_time()
return(System_time);
>
A p p en d ix  C
L syn ch  S im u la tion  P rogram
/*******************************************************/
/* Program lsynch simulates the logical clock protocol */
/* (by Lamport) assuming synchronous message passing. */
/* This simulation uses GENSIM function calls, and thus*/
/* must be linked with GENSIM. */
/*******************************************************/
#include "defines.h" /* message types */
#include "distrib.h" /* random # generator and distribs */
#include "gennet.h" /* generic network function calls */
#include "statpack.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <memory.h>
#include <math.h> 
double atof();
int *logical_clocks; /* logical clock for each node */
float **inter_connect;/* matrix of cdf for sending */
struct log_struct /* structure for next trans queue */
{
double next_trans; /* time of next transmission */
int node; /* node number */
int receiver; /* node to receive message */
int *vec;
struct log_struct *ptrnext; /* points to next list node */ 
struct log_struct *ptrprev; /* points to prev list node */ 
>;
int *current_stamp; /* current time stamp server has for */
/* each node */
int busy; /* current status of server */
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struct request_queue /* queued up requests to server */
i
int time.stamp; /* logical time stamp of message */
int node; /* node that send request */
double next_trans;
struct request_queue *ptrrear; /* pointer to next struct */ 
>;
struct request_queue *ptrfront = NIL;
double inter; 
double msg_s;
/* interarrival mean of message req */ 
/* mean message size */
int N;
int give_server;
/* number of nodes in the system */
/* number of times server is given */
struct statistics {
int *messages_sent; /* array of messages_sent */
int *messages_received;/* array of messages_received */
int messages_passed; /* counter of msg processsed */
double finishing_time; /* keeps track of finish time */
> stats;
int message_type; 
int done_amount = 0; / *  check for done with service * /
ma in(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[];
int x.y.z; 
char *tcp; 
int argind; 
int orderflag = 0; 
double alpha = 0.001; 
float **line_speed; 
double failure = 0.0; 
FILE *fopen(), *fp, *pp;
/* temp pointer for doing args * /  
/ *  counter for argument parsing */
/ *  well-ordered message flag 
/ *  message overhead 
/* matrix of line speed values 
/* V% of failed transmissions 
/* linespeeds and trans matrix
double floatval, totalval, increment;
double rho, per_server, per_client;
int rep; /* # of replications
* /
* /
*/
* /
* /
*/
int services; /* # of services per replication*/
fprintf(stderr,"Enter number of Client nodes »  "); 
fflush(stderr) ; scanf ('"/.d" ,&N) ; 
fprintf(stderr,"Enter network rho value »  "); 
f flush(stderr) ; scanf If " ,&rho) ;
fprintf(stderr,"Enter the no. of replications »  "); 
f flush(stderr) ; scanf ("’/.d" ,&rep) ; 
fprintf(stderr,"Enter number of services >> "); 
fflush(stderr) ; scanf ("*/,d" ,&services) ;
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print!C"'/,d\ii",rep) ; /* print # of replications */
/* parse commend line arguments * /
if (argc > 1) { 
argind = 1;
while (argind<argc && (*argv[argind] == * - * ) )  "C
tcp = argv[argind]; /* point to arg */
tcp++;
switch (*tcp) {
case ’a': argind++; /* msg overhead */
if (argv[argind][0] != *-*) { 
alpha = atof(argv[argind]); 
argind++;
>
break;
case ’m':
argind++; /* mean message size */
if (argv [argind] [0] != *-*) { 
msg_s = atof(argv[argind]); 
argind++;
>
break; 
case 'o':
orderflag =1; /* well-ordered message flag */
argind++;
break;
case ’s’:
argind++; /* linespeed file * /
line_speed = (float **)
calloc((N+l).sizeof(float *));
for (x=0;x<=N;x++)
line_speed[x] = (float *)
calloc((N+l).sizeof(float)); 
if ((fp = fopen(argv[argind], "r")) == NULL) 
for (x=0;x<=N;x++) 
for (y=0;y<=N;y++)
line_speed[x][y] = 4000000.0; 
else /* read from file */
for (x=0;x<=N;x++) 
for (y=0;y<=N;y++)
f scanf (fp, '"/,fM ,&(line_speed[x] [y])); 
argind++; 
break;
case ’ i ’ :
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argind++; / *  intersend time */
if (argv[argind][0] != ’- ’) I  
inter = atof(argv[argind]); 
argind++;
>
break; 
case 'f*:
argind++; / *  '/. of failure */
if (argv[argind][0] != * - * )  { 
failure = atof(argv[argind]); 
argind++;
>
break; 
case * t*:
argind++; /* trans matrix */
interconnect = (float **)
calloc((N+l),sizeof(float *)); 
for (x=0;x<=N;x++)
interconnect[x] = (float *) calloc( (N+l) ,
sizeof(float));
if (rho > 1.0) { /* calculate for rho */
p e r  client = rho + 1.0; 
p e r  client = (1.0 / perclient); 
p e r  server = 1.0 - perclient;
>
else {
perclient = 1.0 / rho; 
perclient = perclient + 1.0; 
per_server = 1.0 / perclient; 
perclient = 1.0 - perserver;
>
increment = (perclient / (double) (N—1)) ; 
if ((pp = fopen(argv[argind], "r")) == NULL) 
for (x=0;x<=N;x++) {
interconnect[x] [0] = perserver; 
total val = perserver; 
for (y=l;y<N;y++) { 
if (x == y)
interconnect[x] [y] = 0.0; 
else {
totalval += increment; 
interconnect[x] [y] = totalval;
>
>
interconnect [x] [y] = 1.0;
>
interconnect[N] [(N-l)] = 1.0;
>
else { /* read from file */
for (x=0;x<=N;x++) {
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totalval =0.0; _ 
for (y=0;y<N;y++) {
f scanf (pp,"'/,lf",&floatval); 
totalval += floatval; 
interconnect[x] [y] = totalval;
>
f scanf ( p p , I f  " ,&floatval) ; 
interconnect [x] [y] = 1.0;
}
>
argind++; 
break; 
default :
fprintf (stderr, "'/,s is not a legal flag\n" ,*tcp) ;
>
>
>
stor_alloc(); /* allocate storage for timestamps */
Put_seed( 12345) ; /* initial seed for RandomO */
Plant_seeds(); /* set up 256 streams of numbers */
for (z=0;z<rep;z++) {
init_network(alpha, orderflag, line.speed, failure); 
init_simulation();
while (give_server < services)/* run for messages */ 
process_message(); /* process next event*/
stats.finishing.time = stop_network();/* stop network */ 
clean_up(); /* dealloc stuff*/
printf ("’/If\n",stats.finishing.time) ; /* print time */ 
fprintf (stderr, "Done with replication #'/,d\n\n", (z+1) ) ;
>
>
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* clean.up() cleans up the request list*/ 
/****************************************/
clean.up()
■C
struct request.queue *ptrtemp;
while (ptrfront != NIL) { /* clean up request list */
ptrtemp = ptrfront->ptrrear; 
free(ptrfront); 
ptrfront = ptrtemp;
>
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/  * * 41 * * * * * 41 * 4c * * 4c 4c * 4c * 4c * * * 4c * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * # * * * * * * ** /
/* stor_alloc() allocates space for data structures */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
stor_alloc()
{
stats.messages_sent = (int *) calloc((N+l),
sizeof(int)); 
stats.messages_received = (int *) calloc((N+l),
sizeof(int));
logical_clocks = (int *) calloc((N+l),
sizeof(int)); /* clocks */
current.stamp = (int *) calloc((N+l),
sizeof(int)); /* timestamps*/
/* init_simulation() reinitializes all variables and */ 
/* schedules the first arrival in the system. */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
init_simulation()
{
stats.messages_passed = 0; 
stats.finishing.time = 0.0;
give_server =0; /* count of service */
busy = FALSE; /* server condition */
stats.messages.sent = (int *) memset(stats.messages.sent,
(char) 0, sizeof(int)*(N+l));
stats.messages_received = (int *)
memset(stats.messages_received, 
(char) 0, sizeof(int)*(N+l));
logical_clocks = (int *) memset(logical_clocks,(char) 0,
sizeof(int)*(N+l));
current_stamp = (int *) memset(current_stamp,(char) 0,
(N+l)*sizeof(int));
init_first_message(); /* schedule first message */
>
/******************************************/
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/ *  init_first_message sets the first send */
/ *  time for the system */
/******************************************/
init_first_message()
{
int x;
int sender,receiver; 
struct log_struct *ptrtemp;
Select_stream(254);
sender = Equilikely(l, N); /* determine message sender */
Select_stream((sender '/, 254));
/* allocate a message structure for message */
ptrtemp = (struct log_struct *)
malloc(sizeof(struct log_struct));
ptrtemp->vec = (int *)
calloc(2,sizeof(int)); /* alloc timestamp */
ptrtemp->next_trans = Exponential(inter); /* time of send */
ptrtemp->node = sender; /* sender */
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL;
receiver = choose_receiver(ptrtemp->node);/* get receiver */ 
ptrtemp->receiver = receiver;
if (receiver == SERVER) /* service req * /
ptrtemp->vec[0] = SERV_REQ; 
else /* basic msg */
ptrtemp->vec[0] = CLIENT; 
proto_event(ptrtemp); /* sched event */
>
/ *  choose_receiver picks node to send message to */
/♦I************************************************/
choose_receiver(trans_node) 
int trans_node;
•C
double rnd; 
int mid; 
int low = 0; 
int high = N;
rnd = RandomO;
/* use binary search on cdf trans matrix */
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if (rnd <= (double) interconnect [trans_node] Clow]) 
return(low);
while ((high - low) > 3) { 
mid = (low+high) / 2;
if (rnd <= (double) interconnect [trans.node] [mid]) 
high = mid; 
else
low = mid + 1;
>
for(;;)
if (rnd <= (double) interconnect [transcode] [low++]) 
return(— low);
>
/******************************************/
/* process_message selects the next event */
/*(in physical time) that arrives anywhere*/
/* and processes it */
/******************************************/
proces s _mes s age()
struct log_struct *ptrtemp;
ptrtemp = (struct log_struct *) recv_msg(&message_type); 
Select_stream( (ptrtemp->node 254));
switch (message_type) { /* determine if send or receive */
case SEND : send_messages(ptrtemp); /* send msg */ 
break;
case RECEIVE : receive_messages(ptrtemp); /* recv msg*/ 
break;
>
>
/♦I******************************************/
/* send_messages sends the current message */
/* to another node */
/*******************************************/
send.messages(ptrtemp) 
struct log_struct *ptrtemp;
■C
double treuis_time;
struct log_struct *ptrtmp = NIL;
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double message_length; 
int x;
switch (ptrtemp->vec[0]) {
case CLIENT: /* client-client msg*/
logical_clocks[ptrtemp->node]++; /* increment clock*/ 
stats.messages_sent[ptrtemp->node]++; 
message.length = Exponential(msg_s) + (double) 4.0;
ptrtemp->next_trans = message_length; /* time msg */ 
ptrtemp->vec[1] = logical_clocks[ptrtemp->node]; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL;
xmit_msg(ptrtemp); /* send message */
stats.messages_passed++; 
break;
case SERV_REQ: /* message will be a request for service */
logical_clocks[ptrtemp->node]++; /* increment clock */ 
stats.messages_sent[ptrtemp->node]++; 
message_length = Exponential(msg_s) + (double) 4.0; 
ptrtemp->next_trans = message_length; 
ptrtemp->vec[l] = logical_clocks[ptrtemp->node]; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL;
xmit_msg(ptrtemp); /* send message */
stats.messages_passed++; 
break;
case SERV_D0NE: /* node is finished with resource */
queue_release(); /* release resource */
logical_clocks[SERVER]++; 
free(ptrtemp->vec); 
free(ptrtemp);
if (ptrfront != NIL) /* if someone waits */
done_amount = check_if_ok(); /* see if server ok */ 
else
done_amount = 0;
if (!done_amount) { /* schedule next message */
ptrtmp = (struct log_struct *)
malloc(sizeof(struct log_struct)); 
Select_stream(254); 
ptrtmp->node = Equilikely(l, N);
Select_stream( (ptrtmp->node '/, 254) ) ; 
ptrtmp->vec = (int *) calloc(2,sizeof(int)); 
ptrtmp->next_trans = Exponential(inter);
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ptrtmp->receiver = choose_receiver(ptrtmp->node); 
if (ptrtmp->receiver == SERVER) 
ptrtmp->vec[0] = SERV_REQ; 
else
ptrtmp->vecCO] = CLIENT; 
proto_event(ptrtmp);
>
busy = FALSE; 
break;
>
>
/*************************************************/
/* receive.messages is called vhen event that is */
/* being processed is a message that has arrived */
/* somewhere * /
/*************************************************/
receive.messages(ptrtemp) 
struct log_struct *ptrtemp;
int x;
double message_length; 
struct log_struct *ptrtmp;
switch (ptrtemp->vecCO]) {
case CLIENT: /* process client-client msg arrival * /
/ *  update logical clock value t o r  node * /
i t  (ptrtemp->vecCl] >=
logical_clocks Cptrtemp->receiver]) 
logical_clocks Cptrtemp->receiver] =
(ptrtemp->vecCl]) + 1; 
stats.messages_receivedCptrtemp->receiver]++; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL; 
free(ptrtemp->vec); 
free(ptrtemp);
/ *  schedule time of next message trans */
ptrtmp = (struct log_struct *)
malloc(sizeof(struct log_struct)); 
Select_stream(254); 
ptrtmp->node = Equilikely(l, N);
Select_stream( (ptrtmp->node '/, 254)); 
ptrtmp->vec = (int *) calloc(2,sizeof(int)); 
ptrtmp->next_trans = Exponential(inter); 
ptrtmp->receiver = choose_receiver(ptrtmp->node); 
if (ptrtmp->receiver == SERVER)
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ptrtmp->vec[0] = SERV.REQ; 
else
ptrtmp->vecCO] = CLIENT; 
proto.event(ptrtmp); 
break;
case REQ.ACK: /* this is a request for and ACK */
/ *  update logical clock */
for (x-1;x<=N;x++) {
if (ptrtemp->vecCl] >= logical.clocksCx]) 
logical.clocksCx] = (ptrtemp->vecCl]) + 1; 
logical.clocks Cx]++;
>
/* send an ACK back to server */
ptrtemp->node = 1; 
ptrtemp->receiver = SERVER; 
message.length = (double) 8.0; 
ptrtemp->next_trans = message.length; 
ptrtemp->vecCl] = logical.clocksCl]; 
ptrtemp->vecC0] = ACK; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL; 
xmit.msg(ptrtemp); 
break;
case ACK: /* server processes an ACK */
/* update count of ACK’s and logical clock */
for (x=l;x<=N;x++) {
if (logical.clocksCx] >= logical.clocksCSERVER]) 
logical.clocksCSERVER] = logical.clocksCx] + 1;
if (logical.clocksCx] > current.stampCx]) 
current.stampCx] = logical.clocksCx];
>
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL; 
free(ptrtemp->vec); 
free(ptrtemp);
/ *  see if server is busy or if someone is waiting */
check.if_ok(); 
break;
case SERV.REQ: /* process a service request */
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queue.request(ptrtemp);
stats.messages_received[SERVER]++;
/* update knowledge of clocks */
if (ptrtemp->vec[l] >= logical.clocks[SERVER]) 
logical.clocks[SERVER] = (ptrtemp->vec[l]) + 1;
/ *  update clock */
if (ptrtemp->vec[l] > current_stamp[ptrtemp->node]) 
current_stamp[ptrtemp->node] = ptrtemp->vec[1]; 
logical.clocks[SERVER]++; 
ptrtemp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtemp->ptrprev = NIL; 
free(ptrtemp->vec); 
free(ptrtemp);
/ *  schedule next transmission of message */
ptrtmp = (struct log_struct *)
malloc(sizeof(struct log_struct)); 
ptrtmp->vec = (int *) calloc(2,sizeof(int)); 
message.length = (double) 8.0; 
ptrtmp->node = SERVER; 
ptrtmp->receiver = 1; 
ptrtmp->next_trans = message.length; 
ptrtmp->vec[l] = logical.clocks[ptrtmp->node]; 
ptrtmp->vec[0] = REQ.ACK; 
ptrtmp->ptrnext = NIL; 
ptrtmp->ptrprev = NIL; 
xmit.msg(ptrtmp); 
break;
>
>
/****************************************/
/* check.if.ok checks if a resource can */
/♦be given to a node */
/****************************************/
check.if.okO
{
double trans.time; 
int x;
struct log_struct *point;
for (x=l;x<=N;x++) /* see if all ACK's are in yet */ 
if (current_stamp[x] < logical.clocks[x])
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retura(O);
/* ok to give up resource to node */
busy = TRUE; / *  give resource to node * /  
point = (struct log_struct *)
malloc(sizeof(struct log_struct));
point->vec = (int *) calloc(2, sizeof(int));
trans.time =0.0; /* assume service=0 */
point->node = SERVER;
point->receiver = SERVER;
point->next_trans = trans.time;
point->vec[l] = logical_clocks[SERVER];
point->vec[0] = SERV_D0NE; / *  schedule done event */
point->ptrnext = NIL;
point->ptrprev = NIL;
proto_event(point); / *  send event to list */
++give_server; /* increment count * /
fprintf (stderr,"'/,c", ’ . ’) ; 
fflush(stderr); 
return(l);
>
/*************************************************/
/* queue_request adds a node to the "request the */
/ *  resource" queue * /
/*************************************************/
queue_request(ptrtemp) 
struct log_struct *ptrtemp;
struct request_queue *ptrtmp; 
struct request_queue *ptrmove; 
struct request_queue *ptrbehind;
/ *  allocate space for node on request list */
ptrtmp = (struct request_queue *)
malloc (sizeof(struct request_queue)); 
ptrtmp->node = ptrtemp->node; 
ptrtmp->time_stamp = ptrtemp->vec[1]; 
ptrtmp->next_trans = ptrtemp->next_trans; 
ptrtmp->ptrrear = NIL;
if (ptrfront == NIL) /* if queue is empty */
ptrfront = ptrtmp; 
ptrtmp->ptrrear = NIL;
>
else /* queue not empty * /
I
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ptrbehind = NIL; 
ptrmove = ptrfront;
while (ptrtmp->time_stamp>ptrmove->time_stamp)
ptrbehind = ptrmove; 
ptrmove = ptrmove->ptrrear; 
rf (ptrmove == NIL) 
break;
>
/* now see if ok to place message at front of queue * /
if ((ptrbehind == NIL) &&
((ptrmove->time_stamp != ptrtmp->time_stamp) I I 
(ptrtmp->node < ptrmove->node)))
ptrtmp->ptrrear = ptrfront; 
ptrfront = ptrtmp;
>
else
if (ptrmove != NIL)
while ((ptrmove->time_stamp == ptrtemp->vec[1]) &ft 
(ptrmove->node < ptrtemp->node))
i
ptrbehind = ptrmove; 
ptrmove - ptrmove->ptrrear; 
if (ptrmove == NIL) 
break;
>
ptrbehind->ptrrear = ptrtmp; 
ptrtmp->ptrrear = ptrmove;
>
>
>
/ *  queue_release removes a resource */
/* request from the queue */
/*****************♦***********♦******/
queue_release()
I
struct request_queue *ptrtmp;
ptrtmp = ptrfront; 
ptrfront = ptrfront->ptrrear; 
ptrtmp->ptrrear = NIL; 
free(ptrtmp);
A p p en d ix  D
U tility  P rogram  (C I95)
/*********************************************************/
/* Program CI95 calculates a 95’/, confidence interval for * /
/ *  the difference of two sets of data. Welford’s algor- */
/ *  ithm is used to keep running means and standard dev- */
/* iations */
/**************************************%******************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "statpack.h"
main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[];
■C
FILE *fpl, *fp2; 
int sizel, size2, x; 
double mean, variance; 
double stdev, old_mean; 
double valuel, value2, difference; 
double t_star, encLpoint;
if (argc != 3) { /* incorrect # of args */
fprintf(stderr,"Usage: CI95 filel file2\n"); 
fflush(stderr); 
exit(l);
>
if ((fpl = fopen(argv[l],"r")) == NULL) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error.. .unable to open '/(s\n" ,argv(l]) ; 
exit(l);
>
if ((fp2 = fopen(argv[2],"r")) == NULL) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error.. .unable to open '/.s\n" ,argv[2]);
/ *  input files */ 
/* data set sizes */
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exit(l);
>
Is can! (Ipl, ftsizel); /* # of points in filel */
fscanf(fp2, "'/id", 4rsize2); /* # of points in file2 */
if (sizel != size2) { /* if data sets not the same */
fprintf(stderr,"Error...file sizes are not the same\n"); 
exit(l);
>
fscanf(fpl, "’/,lf", ftvaluel); /* get first data value 1 */
fscanf(fp2, '"/.If", &value2); /* get first data value 2 */
mean = value1 - value2; /* mean is difference */
variance = (double) 0.0; /* no variance yet! */
x = 2; /* replication coming up * /
while (x <= sizel) { /* do for all replications*/
f scanf (fpl, M'/,lf", ftvaluel); /* get next value 1 */
fscanf(fp2, "'/.If', ftvalue2); /* get next value 2 */
difference = value1 - value2;/* calculate difference */
/* Use Welford’s algorithm to keep mean and variance */
olcLmean = me atn;
mean = old_mean + ((difference - old_mean)/(double) x); 
variance = variance + ((difference - old_mean) *
(difference - mean));
x++;
>
/* calculate t* value */
t_star = Student_idf((1.0 - (0.05 / 2.0)),
((long) sizel - 1));
stdev = sqrt(variance / (double) sizel);
encLpoint = ((t_star * stdev) /
(sqrt((double) (sizel - 1))));
printfC'The 95 percent confidence interval is »
'/If +/- '/.lf\n", mean, end_point);
printf(M... with standard deviation of »  '/,lf\n",stdev);
fclose(fpl); /* close file 1 */ 
fclose(fp2); /* close file 2 */
APPENDIX D. UTILITY PROGRAM  (CI95)
A p p en d ix  E
U tility  P rogram  (M a tr ix )
#include "distrib.h" /* distribution headers */
#include <stdio.h> /* standard input/output * /
#include <math.h> / *  math headers */
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
chair *argv[];
•C
FILE *fp; /* output file * /
int N; /* # of nodes */
int current_pointer = 1; /* position * /
int x, y; /* counters */
double mean_size; /* mean cluster */
long current_size; /* current one */
double percent; /* \eta '/.age */
double increment; / * equilikely inc */
double rho; / * system rho val */
double per.client; / * percent client */
double per_server; / * percent server */
long seed; / * initial seed */
if (argc != 3) {
fprintf (stderr, "Usage: matrix output_file seed\n"); 
exit(l);
>
if ((fp = fopen(argv[l],"w")) == NULL) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error.. .unable to open '/.s\n" ,argv[l]) ; 
exit(l);
>
seed = atol(argv[23);
printf("Enter number of Client nodes »  ");
scanf(n,/.d",&N);
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print!("Enter size of mean cluster (percentage) »  ");
scanf("%lf",&percent) ;
printf("Enter rho value to use »  ");
scanf ("*/J.f",&rho);
if (N < 1) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error.. .cannot have */t d  clients\n",N); 
exit(l);
>
if ((percent >1.0) II (percent <= 0.0)) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error.. .*/,f is not a percentage\n",
percent);
exit(l);
>
mean_size = (double)
(((double)N)*percent);/* cluster size */
fprintf (fp, "'/,f ",1.0); /* first line is servers */
for (x=l;x<=N;x++)
fprintf(fp,"'/.f ",0.0); 
fprintf(fp,"\n");
if (rho > 1.0) { /* calculate percentages */
per.client = rho + 1.0; 
per_client = (1.0 / per_client); 
per_server * 1.0 - per_client;
>
else {
per_client = 1.0 / rho; 
per.client = per.client + 1.0; 
per_server = 1.0 / per.client; 
per_client = 1.0 - per_server;
>
Put_seed(seed);
Plant_seeds();
while (current_pointer < -  N) { /* do until matrix done */ 
do {
current.size = Poisson(mean_size); / *  get cluster */
>
while (current_size < 2); /* no clusters < 2  in size * /
if ((current.size + current.pointer - 1) > N) /* end */ 
current.size = N - current.pointer + 1; /* all left*/ 
else if ((current.size + current.pointer - 1) == (N-l)) 
current_size++; /* add one to finish matrix */
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increment - per_client / (double) (current_size-l);
for (x=current_pointer;
x<=(current_pointer+current_size-l);x++) {
fprintf (fp, "'/,f " ,per_server); /* output server '/, * /
for (y=l;y<current_pointer;y++) /* fill lead O ’s * /  
fprintf(fp,M,/,f ",0.0);
for (y=current_pointer;
y<=(current_pointer+current_size-l);y++) 
if (x == y) / *  no send to self */
fprintf(fp,"*/,f ",0.0); 
else
fprintf(fp,"%f ",increment);
for (y=(current_pointer+current_size);y<=N;y++)
fprintf(fp,"%f ",0.0); /* place ending 0's */
fprintf(fp,"\n"); /* finish line */
current.pointer += current_size; /* set new position */
>
close(fp); / *  close output file * /
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